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Executive summary 
Background and Context 

This Training Workshop for MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment Tool (MEAT) was conducted 
at the BRAC Centre Inn, 75 Mohakhali, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh, 27 & 29 April 2015. This event was 
spearheaded by the IUCN Bangladesh Country Office in collaboration with the Bay of Bengal Large 
Marine Ecosystem (BOBLME) Project. A total of 17 representatives coming from the academe, 
government agencies and civil society groups/non-governmental organizations actively participated. 

IUCN Bangladesh is implementing a project entitled “Strengthening National Capacity of Managing 
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in Bangladesh” with funding support from the BOBLME Project. This 
is a follow up phase of the earlier IUCN-BOBLME collaboration in developing the framework for 
establishing and managing MPAs in Bangladesh. BOBLME Project has already played a role in 
supporting MPA-related activities in South Asia. The objective of this project is to strengthen 
national capacity for managing MPAs in Bangladesh in conjunction with integrated coastal and 
marine management. 

In the tropical Asia, including Bangladesh, evaluating the management effectiveness of MPAs has 
been a continuing challenge in marine conservation and development. Management effectiveness 
refers to the extent to which MPAs are achieving the desired objectives for their establishment. In 
Bangladesh, the management effectiveness of its MPAs has not been systematically and/or 
comprehensively assessed.  

The MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment Tool (MEAT) is a management tool using simplified 
techniques allowing an objective evaluation of MPAs. The MPA MEAT is a benchmarking tool for 
enabling considerable collaborative works among institutions and individuals towards adoptive 
management of the coastal and marine areas. Currently, there are still limited numbers of MPA 
managers and practitioners in Bangladesh who undertake the systematic assessment of these MPAs. 
Hence, this training workshop was intended to partly address this concern for limited institutional 
capacity. 

Training objectives and deliverables/outputs 

The objectives of this MPA training workshop in Dhaka were as follows: (1) to introduce the various 
management effectiveness assessment tools for MPAs with focus on MPA MEAT; (2) to provide an 
update and/or status report of selected MPAs in Bangladesh; (3) to undertake an initial assessment 
of the management effectiveness of selected MPAs using the MEAT; and (4) to develop initial work 
plans for assessment of other/selected MPAs. 

The above objectives were to be achieved by the production of the following key training outputs: 
(1) participants were oriented about the various management effectiveness assessment tools for 
MPAs with focus on MPA MEAT; (2) updates and/or status reports of selected MPAs in Bangladesh; 
(3) initial assessment reports of the management effectiveness of selected MPAs using the MEAT; 
and (4) initial work plans for assessment of other/selected MPAs. 

Methodology  

The methodology adopted for the workshop emphasized a participatory approach encouraging 
workshop participants to interact actively with the two trainers. The majority of the sessions were 
conducted in a highly interactive mode, which enjoined the participants to draw on their 
experiences of working in various MPAs around Bangladesh. Specific methods included lectures, 
individual/group presentations, workshops and work planning sessions. There were six sessions over 
the two-day training as follows: Session 1: Introduction; Session 2: Status reports and insights on 
different MPAs in Bangladesh; Session 3: MPA management effectiveness assessment tool (MEAT) 
and related tools; Session 4: Working group discussions on application of MPA MEAT; Session 5: 
Presentation of working group outputs and discussions on application of MEAT in Bangladesh MPAs; 
and Session 6: Work planning and wrap-up session. 
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Workshop participants 

The 17 participants who attended the training workshop represented an excellent cross-section of 
both governmental and non-governmental agencies that are involved in MPA planning and 
management. Otherwise, they are engaged in various marine-related activities such as fisheries, law 
enforcement and oceanography. Majority of the participants occupy middle to upper-level 
management positions. The different institutions working in Bangladesh who were represented in 
the workshop are as follows: Bangladesh Navy; Bangladesh Coast Guard; Centre for Natural 
Resource Studies; Department of Environment; Department of Fisheries; Forest Department; 
German International Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH; IUCN Bangladesh; Ministry of Environment and 
Forests; Ministry of Shipping; National Oceanographic Research Institute; Nature Conservation 
Management; Noakhali Science and Technology University; Save Our Sea; University of Dhaka; and 
University of Chittagong. 

Highlights of training activities and outputs 

 

Opening program  

Mr Ishtiaq Uddin Ahmad, Country Representative of IUCN Bangladesh Country Office, was the guest 
of honour during the training’s Opening Program. He emphasized the significance of the training to 
MPA planning and management in Bangladesh. Mohammad Shahad Mahabub Chowdhury (Project 
Manager) provided additional background and rationale about the MEAT training to MPA-related 
initiatives in Bangladesh.  

 

Session 1: Introduction 

Dr Michael D Pido (Vice President for Research and Extension) of Palawan State University as the 
lead Trainer/Resource Person covered several topics that included the rationale as well as 
operational definition of management effectiveness concerning MPAs. Dr Pido described the training 
objectives, methodology and outputs/deliverables. Afterwards, he went through the six training 
sessions over the two-day period. He emphasized that the workshop was more of an ‘orientation’ on 
MPA management effectiveness assessment tools. More specifically, it was focused on the MPA 
MEAT as the preferred tool due to its simplicity and practical use. Dr Pido wrapped up by 
acknowledging the MPA experts who have provided the necessary training materials: Dr Porfirio 
Aliňo, Coordinator, MPA Support Network (MSN), Quezon City, Metro Manila, Philippines; Dr Robert 
Pomeroy, Professor, MPA Expert, University of Connecticut, USA; and Mr Len Garces, Research 
Fellow, WorldFish Centre, Laguna, Philippines. 

 

Session 2: Status reports and insights on different MPAs in Bangladesh 

Mohammad Shahad Mahabub Chowdhury (Project Manager) provided a background presentation 
about the selected MPA sites in Bangladesh. This forms part of the project titled ‘Strengthening 
National Capacity on Managing Marine Protected Areas (MPA) in Bangladesh.’ He started with the 
IUCN protected area category. Then, he proceeded with the IUCN’s definition of an MPA. Currently, 
there is no ‘common’ understanding of MPAs in Bangladesh’s marine waters. He covered eight steps 
to establish a framework for an individual MPA.  

In the context of Bangladesh, issues being considered for MPA establishment include the: primary 
conservation goal, level of protection, permanence of protection, constancy of protection and scale 
of protection. The IUCN project to operationalize the MPA framework will be undertaken in three 
phases as follows: Phase I: Preparatory phase (3-5 Years) – Short-term by 2015 in pilot Sites; Phase II: 
Development phase (6-10 Years) - Mid-term by 2020 in designated sites; and Phase III: Consolidation 
phase (11-15 Years) - Long term by 2025 in expanded sites. He enumerated the protected areas that 
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are under the jurisdiction of various government agencies. Mr Chowdhury concluded by providing 
highlights on the proposed pilot sites such as St. Martin’s Island, Nijhum Dwip and Sundarbans. 

 

Session 3: MPA management effectiveness assessment tool (MEAT) and related tools 

This consisted of two main parts: (1) Summary of Other MPA Evaluation Tools and (2) Overview of 
MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment Tool (MEAT). Three MPA evaluation tools to assess the 
management effectiveness were presented. The first guidebook is titled ‘How is your MPA Doing?’ 
that was published by IUCN and WWF. The second global tool is called ‘Management Effectiveness 
Tracking Tool (METT)’ that was initiated by the World Bank. The third method is formally titled 
‘Guide for improving marine protected area management effectiveness in Indonesia’ that was 
spearheaded by The Nature Conservancy (TNC).  

The MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment Tool (MEAT) - developed in the Philippines - aims 
to assess governance in terms of enforcement, implementation and maintenance. It was developed 
as a benchmarking tool to help establish and sustain MPA as an important strategy to promote 
integrated coastal and marine management. Given four levels (Level 4 being the highest), this 
evaluation tool highlights important threshold indicators and processes that help promote and 
achieve MPA management effectiveness outputs and outcomes. Given its simplicity and relative 
ease of use, this tool was chosen for this particular training.  

 

Session 4: Working group discussions on application of MPA MEAT 

This session had two main activities: (1) completion of the MEAT form; and (2) actual scoring. The 
three MPAs selected for the training workshop were: (1) St Martin’s; (2) Nijhum Dwip; and (3) 
Sonadia. The training participants were distributed into three groups whereby each group consisted 
of the following: group leader – who led and facilitated the discussion; documentor – who 
transcribed the minutes of the meeting; reporter – who presented the group outputs; and members 
– who participated in the discussion. The St Martin’s group consisted of: Dr Md. Shafiqul Islam 
(Group Leader); Ms Wahida Musarrat Anita (Documentor); Mr Mohammad Mizanur Rahman 
(Reporter); and the following members: Dr Kazi Ahsan Habib and Ms Mahfoja Begum. 

Nijhum Dwip was facilitated by Mr Nasiruddin Md. Humayun (Group Leader) with Ms Manzura Khan 
as the Documentor and Mr Ehsanul Hoque as the Reporter while members included Dr Md. Jahangir 
Sarker and Commander (Cmdr.) J M H Quameel Alam. Cmdr. Sheikh Shahid Ahmed served as the 
Group Leader for Sonadia MPA. Mr Syful Asrab acted as Documentor while Mr Abu Hena 
Muhammad Yousuf was the Reporter; members included: Mr Abu Sayeed Muhammad Sharif; Mr 
Pankaj Kumar Paul; and Mr Md. Shafiqur Rahman. 

 

Session 5: Presentation of working group outputs and discussions on application of MEAT tool in 
Bangladesh MPAs 

This session consisted of three interlinked activities: (1) presentation of results/workshop outputs; 
(2) guided discussion; and (3) provisional rating. After individual group discussions, the three 
selected MPAs in Bangladesh were provisionally rated. Such rating refers to the scores (total 
accumulated) and levels (management). The results were as follows: St Martin’s - Score: 60 and 
Level 2; Nijhum Deep - Score: 69 and Level 3; and Sonadia - Score: 79 and Level 3. These group 
results were presented in a plenary for deliberation. 

The word ‘provisional’ is used to indicate that the training results were still indicative. During the 
training, the sources of information were the limited literature that were available at that time – as 
well as the stock knowledge of the participants. Hence, the participants came up with such scoring 
given only partial or limited sets of information. 
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Session 6: Work planning and wrap-up session 

This session consisted of two parts: (1) work planning considerations; and (2) wrap-up session. 
Several areas/topics were covered in the work planning considerations such as the selection and 
implementation criteria for MPAs in Bangladesh. Another is the MPA work planning exercise. 
Included here are the establishment of MEAT evaluation team, determination of the team members, 
collection/review of existing literature, multi-disciplinary evaluation proper and presentation of 
results to stakeholder groups. Sample templates were provided with regard to the key activities, 
deliverables/outputs, personnel requirements and a financial plan. 

The second part was the wrap-up session that summarized the six sessions over the two-day period. 
Three key MPA management effectiveness assessment tools were introduced. Emphasis was of 
course given for the MPA MEAT application at these three Bangladesh MPAs: St Martin’s, Nijhum 
Dwip and Sonadia. The provisional ratings of these three Bangladesh MPAs were agreed upon in 
principle; such rating will be revisited when the more complete sets of information have become 
available. It was also agreed to prepare a work plan for management effectiveness assessment of 
MPAs in Bangladesh. 

There was a consensus among the participants that the training workshop was a huge success by 
accomplishing the training objectives. As such, the following outputs were accomplished: (1) 
participants oriented about the various management effectiveness assessment tools for MPAs with 
focus on MPA MEAT; (2) updates and/or status reports of selected MPAs in Bangladesh; (3) initial 
assessment reports of the management effectiveness of selected MPAs using the MEAT; and (4) 
initial work plans for assessment of other/selected MPAs. Individual positive sharings were also 
provided by the selected participants. 

After the training, the individual training certificates were provided to each attendee. As the lead 
trainer, Dr Pido was provided with a token in the form of a traditional Bangladeshi brass boat. The 
training formally concluded with the closing remarks from Mr Shadad thanking all the participants 
for their active participation and next steps for future activities. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The training workshop focused on ensuring that participants developed a good overall 
understanding of what MPA MEAT was all about. Considerable attention was paid to helping 
participants to apply the MPA MEAT to assess three key MPAs in Bangladesh. A cadre of trainees can 
now be regarded as being able to support future evaluation of management effectiveness using the 
MPA MEAT. 

The provisional ratings of these three Bangladesh MPAs were agreed upon in principle. It was 
likewise agreed that such rating will be revisited when the more complete sets of information have 
become available. It was also agreed to prepare a work plan for management effectiveness 
assessment of MPA in Bangladesh. Follow-up trainings on the application of MEAT in other MPAs in 
the country may likewise be undertaken. 
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1 Introduction   

1.1 Background and context  
IUCN is implementing a project entitled “Strengthening National Capacity of Managing Marine 
Protected Areas (MPAs) in Bangladesh” with funding support from the Bay of Bengal Large Marine 
Ecosystem (BOBLME) Project. This is a follow up phase of an earlier IUCN-BOBLME collaboration in 
developing the framework for establishing and managing MPAs in Bangladesh. The objective of this 
project is to strengthen national capacity for managing MPAs in Bangladesh through implementing 
MPA framework to ensure sustainable management of marine resources, conservation of vulnerable 
species, consistent economic growth, coping with climate change challenges and generating 
sustainable livelihoods. 

In the tropical Asia, including Bangladesh, evaluating the management effectiveness of marine 
protected areas (MPAs) has been a continuing challenge in marine conservation and development. 
Most MPAs have been established with multiple objectives including protecting critical habitats, 
conserving marine biodiversity and sustaining the fisheries. Although the many potential benefits of 
MPAs as tools in integrated coastal management (ICM) programs are already known, the majority of 
MPAs do not meet their management objectives. 

Management effectiveness refers to the extent to which MPAs are achieving the desired objectives 
for their establishment. In Bangladesh, the management effectiveness of its MPAs have not been 
systematically and/or comprehensively assessed.  The MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment 
Tool (MEAT) – that originated in the Philippines – is a management tool using simplified techniques 
allowing an objective evaluation of MPAs. The MPA MEAT is a benchmarking tool for enabling 
considerable collaborative works among institutions and individuals towards adoptive management 
of the coastal and marine areas. Currently, there are still limited number of MPA managers and 
practitioners in Bangladesh who undertake the systematic assessment of these MPAs. 

To address this situation through capacity development, IUCN Bangladesh, with funding from 
BOBLME Project/FAO, organized a two day training workshop on MPA MEAT. The Palawan State 
University, Philippines, provided training assistance. This Training Workshop was held at the BRAC 
Centre Inn, 75 Mohakhali, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh, on 27 & 29 April 2015. The workshop was 
participated by 17 representatives from various government agencies, non-government 
organizations, research organizations, academics and development partners. The full training 
program is reflected as Appendix 1.  

1.2 Training objectives and deliverables/outputs 
The objectives of this MPA training workshop in Dhaka were as follows: 

1. To introduce the various management effectiveness assessment tools for MPAs with focus 
on MPA MEAT 

2. To provide an update and/or status report of selected MPAs in Bangladesh 
3. To undertake an initial assessment of the management effectiveness of selected MPAs using 

the MEAT 
4. To develop initial work plans for assessment of other/selected MPAs. 

The above objectives were to be achieved by the production of the following key training outputs: 

1. Participants are oriented about the various management effectiveness assessment tools for 
MPAs with focus on MPA MEAT. 
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2. Updates and/or status reports of selected MPAs in Bangladesh. 
3. Initial assessment reports of the management effectiveness of selected MPAs using the 

MEAT. 
4. Initial work plans for assessment of other/selected MPAs 

2 Methodology    

The methodology adopted for the workshop emphasized a participatory approach encouraging 
workshop participants to interact actively with the two trainers. The majority of the sessions were 
conducted in a highly interactive mode, encouraging participants to draw on their experiences of 
working in various MPAs around Bangladesh. Specific methods included lectures, individual/group 
presentations, workshops and work planning sessions. Considerable attention was paid to helping 
participants to apply the MPA MEAT to assess three key MPAs in Bangladesh. 

There were six sessions throughout the two-day training period. The exact titles were as follows: 
Session 1: Introduction; Session 2: Status reports and insights on different MPAs in Bangladesh; 
Session 3: MPA management effectiveness assessment tool (MEAT) and related tools; Session 4: 
Working group discussions on application of MPA MEAT; Session 5: Presentation of working group 
outputs and discussions on application of MEAT tool in Bangladesh MPAs; and Session 6: Work 
planning and wrap-up session. 

3 Workshop participants 

The 17 participants who attended the training workshop represented an excellent cross-section of 
both governmental and non-governmental agencies that are either involved in MPA planning or 
management. Otherwise, they are engaged in marine related activities such as fisheries, law 
enforcement and oceanography. Majority of the participants occupy middle to upper-level 
management positions. The active participation of the representatives was remarkable. The gender 
balance was not ideal, though, since there were only three female participants. A group photo of all 
attendees is reflected in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Group photo of IUCN staff, trainers and participants after the opening ceremony of MPA MEAT training. 

The full list of 17 main participants, including contact details, are reflected in Appendix 2. The 
different agencies or institutions working in Bangladesh who were represented in the workshop are 
listed below:  

1. Bangladesh Coast Guard 
2. Bangladesh Navy  
3. Centre for Natural Resource Studies 
4. Department of Environment  
5. Department of Fisheries 
6. Forest Department 
7. German International Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH 
8. IUCN Bangladesh 
9. Ministry of Environment and Forests 
10. Ministry of Shipping 
11. National Oceanographic Research Institute  
12. Nature Conservation Management 
13. Noakhali Science and Technology University 
14. Save Our Sea 
15. University of Dhaka 
16. University of Chittagong 
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4 Highlights of training activities and outputs 

4.1 Opening program  
Mr Ishtiaq Uddin Ahmad, Country Representative of IUCN Bangladesh Country Office, was the guest 
of honour during the training. He emphasized the significance of the training to MPA planning and 
management in Bangladesh (Figure 2). Mohammad Shahad Mahabub Chowdhury (Project Manager) 
provided additional background and rationale about the MEAT training to MPA planning and 
management in Bangladesh (Figure 3). After that, a group photo of IUCN staff, trainers and 
participants was undertaken as reflected earlier. 

  

Figure 2. Mr Ishtiaq Uddin Ahmad, Country Representative of IUCN Bangladesh Country Office, emphasized the 
significance of the MPA MEAT training workshop to planning and management of MPAs in Bangladesh.  
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Figure 3. Mohammad Shahad Mahabub Chowdhury (Project Manager) of IUCN Bangladesh Country Office provided 
additional background and rationale about the MEAT training to MPA planning and management in Bangladesh. 

4.2 Session 1: Introduction 
Dr Michael D. Pido (Vice President for Research and Extension) of Palawan State University 
(Philippines) as the lead Trainer/Resource Person (Figure 4) handled this session. Details of his 
presentation are provided in Appendix 3. 

 

Figure 4. Dr Michael D. Pido of Palawan State University as the lead trainor/resource person explains the various 
facets/elements of Session 1 (Introduction). 
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Several topics were covered here that included the rationale as well as the operational definition of 
management effectiveness. Such concept was contextualized in conjunction with the MPAs in 
Bangladesh. Dr Pido enumerated the training objectives, methodology and outputs/deliverables. 
Afterwards, he described the six training sessions to be covered during the two-day training period. 
He emphasized that the workshop was more of an ‘orientation’ on MPA management effectiveness 
assessment tools and focused on MEAT as one of the popular assessment tools. Moreover, the 
training was designed as a guided application of MEAT in evaluating the performance of MPAs in 
Bangladesh. Dr Pido wrapped up by acknowledging the three MPA experts who have provided the 
necessary training materials: 

1. Dr Porfirio Aliňo, Coordinator, MPA Support Network (MSN Quezon City, Metro Manila, 
Philippines 

2. Dr Robert Pomeroy, Professor, MPA Expert, University of Connecticut, USA 
3. Mr Len Garces, Research Fellow, WorldFish Centre, Laguna, Philippines 

 

4.3 Session 2: Status reports and insights on different MPAs in Bangladesh 
Mohammad Shahad Mahabub Chowdhury (Project Manager) provided a background presentation 
about the selected MPA sites in Bangladesh (Figure 5). This forms part of the project titled 
‘Strengthening National Capacity on Managing Marine Protected Areas (MPA) in Bangladesh’. Details 
of his presentation are provided in Appendix 4. 

 

Figure 5. Mohammad Shahad Mahabub Chowdhury (Project Manager of IUCN Bangladesh Country Office) presented 
some background information about MPAs in Bangladesh. 

He started with the IUCN protected area categories. Then, Mr Chowdhury proceeded with the 
compatible definition of an MPA that was developed by IUCN. Currently, there is no ‘common’ 
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understanding of MPAs in Bangladesh’s marine waters. To establish a framework for an individual 
MPA, these certain phases need to be followed: 

Step 1: Identification of Areas of Significance (AOSs) 

Step 2: Initial sieving of ad-hoc selected AOSs 

Step 3: AOSs validation, assessments and suggestions  

Step 4: Formulation of a Management Plan for a candidate MPA site  

Step 5: Designation or titling of an MPA 

Step 6: Guidelines of management of MPAs within a framework 

Step 7: Declaration of MPA  

Step 8: Code of Conducts (COC) for specialized MPA 

In the context of Bangladesh, there are several issues that are being considered for MPA planning 
and establishment. These include, but not limited to, the following: primary conservation goal, level 
of protection, permanence of protection, constancy of protection and scale of protection. Mr 
Chowdhury also discussed the selection and implementation criteria for the country’s MPAs. The 
IUCN project to operationalize the MPA framework will be undertaken in three phases, as follows: 
Phase I: Preparatory phase (3-5 Years) – Short-term by 2015 in pilot Sites (6,000 km2); Phase II: 
Development phase (6-10 Years) - Mid-term by 2020 in designated sites (12,000 km2); and Phase III: 
Consolidation phase (11-15 Years) - Long term by 2025 in expanded sites (15,000 km2). 

He enumerated the protected areas being managed and/or under the jurisdiction of various 
government agencies. He provided highlights on the proposed pilot MPA sites. These include: St. 
Martin’s Island and its adjacent water area (approximately 100 km2); Nijhum Dwip Island and its 
adjacent water area (approximately 300 km2); already declared Marine Reserve area by DoF 
(approximately 5,000 km2) and Sundarbans and its water territory up to 10 nautical miles.  

4.4 Session 3: MPA management effectiveness assessment tool (MEAT) and related 
tools 

Dr Pido presented and facilitated this third session (Figure 6). It consisted of two main parts: (1) 
Summary of other MPA Evaluation Tools; and (2) Overview of MPA Management Effectiveness 
Assessment Tool (MEAT). The full PowerPoint presentation of ‘Summary of other MPA Evaluation 
Tools’ is given in Appendix 5. 

 

Figure 6. Dr Michael Pido as the lead trainer/resource person explains details of the MPA Management Effectiveness 
Assessment Tool (MEAT). 
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Three MPA evaluation tools to assess the management effectiveness were presented. The first 
guidebook is entitled ‘How is your MPA doing?’ and was published by IUCN and WWF, among 
others. In this context, management effectiveness is defined as “the degree to which management 
actions are achieving the stated goals and objectives of a protected area.” This guide consists of 42 
indicators under these three categories: 10 biophysical indicators, 16 socioeconomic indicators and 
16 governance indicators.  

The second tool is called ‘Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool (METT)’. This global tool was 
initiated by the World Bank. It consists of 30 indicators and likewise uses a scoring system from 0 to 
3. The third tool is formally titled ‘Guide for improving marine protected area management 
effectiveness in Indonesia.’ This was popularized by The Nature Conservancy (TNC), an international 
environmental NGO. Also called as Management Effectiveness (ME), it consists of 59 indicators + 11 
conservation effects. It was emphasized that the use of these three management effectiveness tools 
– or any other assessment tools for that matter – are somehow contingent on the purposes of 
evaluation and available expertise.  

Part 2 focused on the overview of the MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment Tool (MEAT) that 
was developed in the Philippines. An overview of the MPA MEAT is given in Appendix 6. It aims to 
assess MPA governance in terms of enforcement, implementation and maintenance. The MPA MEAT 
was developed as a benchmarking tool as a result of considerable cooperative work between several 
institutions and individuals working to help establish and sustain MPAs as an important strategy to 
promote integrated coastal and marine management. Given four levels (Level 4 being the highest), 
this evaluation tool highlights important threshold indicators and processes that help promote and 
achieve MPA management effectiveness outputs and outcomes.  

Given its simplicity and relative ease of use, this tool was chosen for this training workshop. The full 
MPA MEAT guide is referred as Appendix 7. Session 1 through Session 4 were all conducted on 27 
April 2015. There was a break on 28 April 2015 due to an election of Dhaka’s City Mayor. 

4.5 Session 4: Working group discussions on application of MPA MEAT 
This session had two main activities. The first activity was the completion of the MEAT form in 
selected MPAs. The three MPAs selected were: (1) St. Martin’s Island; (2) Nijhum Dwip; and (3) 
Sonadia. The second activity was the actual scoring. 

The training participants were distributed into three MPA groups. Each group consisted of the 
following: group leader – who led and facilitated the discussion; documentor – who transcribed the 
minutes of the meeting; reporter – who presented the group outputs; and members  – who 
participated in the discussion. Cmdr. Sheikh Shahid Ahmed served as Group Leader for Sonadia MPA 
(Figure 7). Mr Syful Asrab acted as Documentor while Mr Abu Hena Muhammad Yousuf was the 
Reporter. Members included the following: Mr Abu Sayeed Muhammad Sharif; Mr Pankaj Kumar 
Paul; and Mr Md. Shafiqur Rahman.  

 

Figure 7. Cmdr. Sheikh Shahid Ahmed (Group Leader) of Bangladesh Navy confers with his colleagues during their 
evaluation of Sonadia using the MPA MEAT. 
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Nijhum Dwip (Figure 8) was facilitated by Mr Nasiruddin Md. Humayun (Group Leader) with Ms 
Manzura Khan as the Documentor and Mr Ehsanul Hoque as the Reporter. Members included Dr 
Md. Jahangir Sarker and Commander J M H Quameel Alam. The St. Martin’s group (Figure 9) 
consisted of the following: Dr Md. Shafiqul Islam (Group Leader); Ms Wahida Musarrat Anita 
(Documentor); Mr Mohammad Mizanur Rahman (Reporter); and the following members: Dr Kazi 
Ahsan Habib and Ms Mahfoja Begum. 

 

Figure 8. Mr Nasiruddin Md. Humayun (Group Leader, 3rd from left), Director (Marine) of Department of Fisheries 
discusses with his colleagues during their evaluation of Nijhum Dwip using the MPA MEAT with Ms Manzura Khan of GIZ 
as documenter. 

 

Figure 9. Dr Md. Shafiqul Islam (Group Leader) (extreme right) of the University of Chittagong confers with his colleagues 
during their evaluation of St Martin’s Island using the MPA MEAT. 
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4.6 Session 5: Presentation of working group outputs and discussions on application of 
MEAT tool in Bangladesh MPAs 

Session 5 was conducted on 27 April 2015. Dr Pido and Mr Shahad co-facilitated this session. This 
consisted of three interlinked activities: (1) presentation of results/workshop outputs; (2) guided 
discussion; and (3) provisional rating.  

Details of the accomplished MEAT forms are provided in the relevant appendices: St Martin’s – 
Appendix 10; (2) Nijhum Dwip – Appendix 11; and (3) Sonadia – Appendix 12. The results of the 
groups’ evaluation of their respective MPAs using the MEAT were presented by the following: Mr 
Mohammad Mizanur Rahman (Figure 10) of Nature Conservation Management for St Martin’s 
Island; Mr Ehsanul Hoque (Figure 11) of Center for Natural Resource Studies for Nijhum Dwip; and 
Mr Abu Hena Muhammad Yousuf (Figure 12) of University of Dhaka for Sonadia. 

 

Figure 10. Mr Mohammad Mizanur Rahman of Nature Conservation Management presents the results of their 
evaluation of St Martin’s using the MPA MEAT. 

 

Figure 11. Mr Ehsanul Hoque of Centre for Natural Resource Studies presents the results of their evaluation of Nijhum 
Dwip using the MPA MEAT. 
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Figure 12. Mr Abu Hena Muhammad Yousuf of University of Dhaka presents the results of their evaluation of Sonadia 
using the MPA MEAT. 

After individual group discussions, the three selected MPAs in Bangladesh were provisionally rated. 
Such rating refers to the scores (total accumulated) and levels (management). The results were as 
follows: St Martin’s - Score: 60 and Level 2; Nijhum Deep - Score: 69 and Level 3; and 
Sonadia - Score: 79 and Level 3. These results were presented in a plenary for deliberation. There 
was a consensus among the participants with regard to these results. 

The word ‘provisional’ is used, however, to indicate that the training results were still indicative. 
During the training, the sources of information were the limited literature that was available at that 
time – as well as the stock knowledge of the participants. Hence, the participants came up with such 
scoring given only ‘partial’ sets of information. 

4.7 Session 6: Work planning and wrap-up session 
Session 6 was also held on 29 April 2015. This session consisted of two parts: (1) work planning 
considerations; and (2) wrap-up session. Several items were covered in the work planning 
considerations. One area is the selection and implementation criteria for MPAs in Bangladesh. 
Another is the MPA work planning exercise. Included here are the establishment of MEAT evaluation 
team, determination of the tasks and responsibilities of members, collection/review of existing 
literature, multi-disciplinary evaluation proper and presentation of results to stakeholder groups. 
Sample templates were provided with regard to the key activities, deliverables/outputs, personnel 
requirements and a financial plan with regard to the cost requirements of MPA evaluation. 

The training proper winded down with the wrap-up session. The six sessions over the two-day period 
were summarized. The three key MPA management effectiveness assessment tools were briefly 
reviewed. Emphasis was of course given for the MPA MEAT theory and application at these three 
Bangladesh MPAs: St Martin’s Island, Nijhum Dwip and Sonadia.  
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The provisional ratings of these three Bangladesh MPAs were agreed upon in principle. It was 
likewise agreed that such rating will be revisited when the more complete sets of information have 
become available. Preparation of a work plan for management effectiveness assessment of MPAs in 
Bangladesh was also agreed upon. 

There was a consensus among the participants that the training workshop was a huge success by 
accomplishing the training objectives. As such, the following outputs/deliverables were completed: 
(1) participants were oriented about the various management effectiveness assessment tools for 
MPAs with focus on MPA MEAT; (2) updates and/or status reports of selected MPAs in Bangladesh; 
(3) initial assessment reports of the management effectiveness of selected MPAs using the MEAT; 
and (4) initial work plans for assessment of other/selected MPAs.  

Individual positive sharings were also provided by selected participants. Mr Nasiruddin Md. 
Humayun (Director for Marine) of the Department of Fisheries shared his training reflection on the 
use of MPA MEAT to assess the management effectiveness of Bangladesh MPAs. He indicated that 
the MPA MEAT was a useful tool (Figure 13). As the lead trainer, Dr Pido was provided with a token 
in the form of a traditional Bangladeshi brass boat (Figure 14). 

After the training, the individual training certificates were provided to each attendee. Ms Mahfoja 
Begum Upazila of Department of Fisheries receives her training certificate as one of the three female 
participants (Figure 15). The training formally concluded with the closing remarks from Mr Shadad 
for future activities. 

 

Figure 13. Mr Nasiruddin Md. Humayun (Director for Marine) of Department of Fisheries shares his training reflection on 
the use of MPA MEAT to assess the management effectiveness of Bangladesh MPAs. 
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Figure 14. Dr Michael Pido as Lead Trainer receives a Bangladeshi boat model made of brass from Cmdr. JHM Quameel 
Alam (left) of Bangladesh Coast Guard and Mr Nasiruddin Md. Humayun of Department of Fisheries as a token of 
appreciation. 

 

Figure 15. Ms Mahfoja Begum Upazila of Department of Fisheries receives her training certificate from Dr Michael Pido 
(Lead Trainer). 
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5 Conclusions and recommendations  

There was a consensus among the participants that the training workshop was a huge success. The 
process was very interactive and participatory and the training objectives were attained. As such, 
the following outputs/deliverables were accomplished: (1) participants were oriented about the 
various management effectiveness assessment tools for MPAs with focus on MPA MEAT; (2) updates 
and/or status reports of selected MPAs in Bangladesh; (3) initial assessment reports of the 
management effectiveness of selected MPAs using the MEAT; and (4) initial work plans for 
assessment of other/selected MPAs.  

Individual positive sharings were also provided. A cadre of trainees can now be regarded as being 
able to support future evaluation of management effectiveness using the MPA MEAT. 

The training workshop focused on ensuring that the participants developed a good overall 
understanding of what MPA MEAT was all about. It also dealt with why they should be doing it, as 
well as providing them with familiarity with the associated key tools and methods that can be 
employed and techniques to be used in the field. Considerable attention was paid to helping 
participants to apply the MPA MEAT to assess three key MPAs in Bangladesh. 

The provisional ratings of these three Bangladesh MPAs were agreed upon in principle. It was 
likewise agreed that such rating will be revisited when the more complete sets of information have 
become available. It was also agree to prepare a work plan for management effectiveness 
assessment of MPA in Bangladesh. Mr Chowdhury formally closed the training at around 1330h on 
29 April 2015. 
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Training Workshop

Marine Protected Area (MPA) Management
Effectiveness Assessment Tool ( M EAT)

SESSION 1: I NTRODUCTION

BRAC Centre lNN, 75 Mohakhali,

Dhaka-1 212, Ba ngladesh
27 & 29 April 2015
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Background

. IUCN project titled "Strengthening National Capacity of Managing
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in Bangladesh.'

. follow up phase of earlier IUCN-BOBLME collaboration in developing
the framework for establishing and managing MPAs in Bangladesh

. Aim to strengthen national capacity for managing MPAs in Bangladesh
through implementing MPA framework to ensure sustainable
management of marine resources, conservation of vulnerable
species, consistent economic growth, coping with climate change
challenges and generate sustainable livelihoods.

What is Management Effectiveness?

"The degree to which management
octions ere achieving the stated

goals snd objectives of a protected
oreo"

Source: Pomeroyet al 2004
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It tells us how s mansged oreo is --
or is not -- meeting rts stoted goals

and objectives

Source: Pomeroy et al 2004

MPAs in tropical Asia

. evaluating the management effectiveness of marine protected areas
{MPAs} a continuing challenge in marine conservation and
development

. majority of MPAs do not meet their management objectives.
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MPAs in Bangladesh

. management effectiveness of its MPAs have not been systematically
and/or comprehensively assessed

. MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment Tool (MEAT) is a
management tool using simplified techniques allowing an objective
evaluation of MPAs

. MPA MEAT is a benchmarking toolfor enabling considerable
collaborative work among institutions and individuals towards
adoptive management of the coastal and marine area

. limited number of MPA managers and practitioners who undertake
the systematic assessment of these MPAs

Training Objectives

1. To introduce the various managernent effectiveness assessment
tools for MPAs with focus on MPA MEAT

2. To provide an update and/or status report of selected MPAs in
Bangladesh

3. To undertake an initial assessment of the management
effectiveness of selected MPAs using the MEAT

4. To develop initial work plans for assessment of other/selected
MPAs.
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Training Methodology

L. Lectures
2. individual /group presentations

3. Workshops

4. work planning sessions.

Tra i ni ng O utputs/ Del iverables

1. Participants oriented about the various management effestiveness
assessment tools for MPAs with focus on MPA MEAI

2. Updates andlor status reports of selested MPAs in Sangladesh
3. lnitial assessment reports of the management effectiveness of

selected MPAs using the MEAT
4. Initial work plans for assessment of other/selected MPAs
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Time Activity LeadPerso.n E&ectedOltuttt
Day 1 - Motday. 27 Awil 2015
9:{X} am Openinq Ceremonies IIEN BGDIBOBLME
1OOO - 1O:30 am Moming Tea./Ccffee

/Photn sKinn\

1030 - 1O:45 am tn{rooucrK)n aD(rrr
MPA training

uuttLtuE sal a
Resource
Person/Trainor

Training conlext.
objedives and
deliverables chrilied

1O:45 - 12:3) nn Presentation fiom
selected MPA siles

IUCN BGD and MPA
site repre€enlalives
(Resource Peson as
facil[a]or\

Stalus reports and
insights on different
MPAs in Banghdesfi

12:30 nn - 1:30 nm Lunch Break
1:30 pm - 3:OO pm Lecfure on MPA and

ManagerYEnt
Effecliveness Tool
{MEAT) and relarted
tools

Resource Person Parlhipants orbnted
about principls and
rnethods for lriPA
MEAT related lools

Noon break
3:30 pm-5:&) pm Working Grcup

Discussions represenlatives
(Resource Peeon as
facilitator)

usrng serctted ns"As
(3-5 depending m
number of
participants), eadr
group wifl use lt/[EAT
to evaluate lhe MPA
effediveness, lhe
group wifl also
discuss
rnelhodological
bsues,/6nstraints

Session I

Session2

Session3

Sessioa4

Day 2 - Wednesday, 29 April 2015

Ttttte Activity LeadPelson Expec@Oubut
9:00 - 10:30 am Presentation of

Working Group
outputs and
Discussions

MPA site
represenhtives
{Resource Person as
facilitator)+ IUCN
BGD and BOBLME
staff

Each MPA example
will presenttheir MPA
MEAT resuhs and
recommendations for
improving
manaoenEnt

10:30 - 10:45 am Morninq Tea/Coffee
10:45 - 12:00nn Next Steps IUCN BGD and

BOBLME staff
ldentification of
follow-up a ctivities fo r
MPA management in
BGD

12:00 nn - 1:30 om Lunch Break
1:30 - 3:00 pm Wnp - Up and

Closinq Ceremonies
IUCN BGD and
BOBLME staff

Session5

Session 6

6
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M PA Training Rejoinder

1. 'Orientation' on MPA Management Effectiveness Assessment Tools
2. Focus on MEAT as one tool
3. Provide orientation and guided application of MEAT in Bangladesh

4. Training provided by multi-disciplinary team
5. Period of 3 days to 1 week

6. Electronic files of training materials (see Word)

Training Organization a nd M anagement

" IUCNv
Organized by IUCN
Bangladesh Country
Office:
"Strengthening
National Capacity of
Managing Marine
Protected Areas (MPA)
in Bangladesh Project"

With FundingSupport
and Technical Assistance
from 8ay of Bengal
Large Marine Ecosystem
{BOBLME} Project/FAo

Training Assistance
from Palawan State
University
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insights on different MPAs in

Bangladesh
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Strengthening National Capacity on

Managing Marine Protected Areas (MPA)
in Bangladesh

Session 2: Presentation from selected
MPA sites

MD. SHAHAD MAHABUB CHOWDHURY

'\

\y
rucN PROTECTED AREA CATEGORY

Protected areas are divided into six types, depending on
their objectives:
. Category | - Protected area managed mainly for

science or wilderness protection (Strict Nature
ReserveAl/i ldemess Area) ;

. Category ll - Protected area managed mainly for
ecosystem protection and recreation {National Park);

. Category lll - Protected area managed mainly for
conservation of specific natural features (Natural
Monument);
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rucN PROTECTED AREA CATEGORY

' Category lV - Protected area managed mainly for
eonservation through management intervention
(Habitat/Species Management Area);

. Category V - Protected area managed mainly for
landscapelseascape conservation and recreation
( Protected Landscape/Seascape) ;

. Category Vl - Protected area managed mainly for
the sustainable use of natural ecosystems
(Managed Resource Protected Area), (IUCN, 1994)

,\

. IUCN
\/

WHATIS MPA?

IUGN has developed a compatible definition of an MPA:

"Any area of intertidal or subtidal terrain, together with its

overlying water and associated flora, fauna, historical and

cultural features, which has been reserved by law or other

effective means to protect part or all of the enclosed

environmenf'.

(Resotil0oir 17.38 d the IUCN Gereratessembry, 1988, rcafliflndri, Re$riltbt 1 9.46 {1994))

2
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WHAT IS MPA?

This language essentially means that:
. An MPA always includes the marine environment

may also include coastal land areas and islands;
. lt is commonly called an MPA when the total area of

sea encompasses exceeds the area of land within its
boundaries, or the marine part of a large protected
area is sufficient in size to be classified as an MPA in
its own right;

. lt has some form of protection, usually legal but can be
by customary tradition;

but

,\

* IUCNv
WHY MPA IN BAY OF BENGAL

(BANGLADESH WATER}?

. No common understanding of MPA exists in BD

. To feed into the Aichi targets fixed at Nagoya COP of
CBD in which as a signatory of this document
Bangladesh pledged to declare 1Ao/o of its marine area
as protected within 2O2A

" Expanded Marine Areas (ITLOS), but it also needs
management to trigger resource exploitation

. Total area io be brought under MPA is approx 15,000
km2

. Depletion of potential stock and habitats; promote use
of MPAs as fisheries management tools

3
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WHY MPA IN BAY OF BENGAL
{BANGLADESH WATER}?

Some areas in EEZ are important for their sensitivity
to many marine species stillnot declared as MPA
Some coastal PAs are declared without considering
ecosystem boundary

Conservation knowledge gathering on major
commercial stock like Hilsa
Key components in climate change mitigation
strategies (Blue carbon sink)
Capacity improvement to access unexplored
resources (still2/3 area of EEZ)

Framework for MPA in BD

To establish a framework for an individual MPA in sea,
certain phase needs to be followed:

Step {: ldentification of Areas of Significance {AOSs}
Step 2: Initial sieving of ad-hoc selected AOSs
Step 3: AOSs validation, assessments and suggestions
Step 4: Formulation of a Management Plan for a Gandidate MPA Site
Step 5: Designation or titling of an MPA
Step 6: Guidelines of management of MPAs within a framewod<
Step 7: Declaration of MPA
Step 8: Code of Conducts (COC) for specialized MPA

4
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lssUES TO CONSIDER FOR MPA

r Natural,Heriuge
lCultural

,H.eritage
. rS-ustainabl€

Prodr-lction

. No Access
r No lmpact
. NoTake (Catch)
. Zoned With No-

Take Areas
. Zoned Multiple

Use l

,* Uniform
Multiple Use

\
* It,GN

Vsuts ro ''NSTDER FoR MPA

r Ecosvstem
.- Focal Resoqrce

. Commerciaf
Fishing

lRecreational
Fishing

r,Subsistence
' HuntinglFishing
r Seientific/Educati
,onal Collecting .

. MineraUEnergy ,

Extraction
. Other

t j i :

tr
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sELEcTroN AND IMpLEMENTATIoN jt #j.
cRtrERrA FoR MPA rW:

,\

\9 MPA Status in BOB under BOBLME
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Banglad*h

BOBLME COUNTRY PROFILE FOR BD
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EXISTING PA BY MOEF/DOE

I
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llajor Spawning Gruunds
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ChakariaSundarban {2,1"38'zz.e2'N 9f 0'4.1s"E)
Sea,Parky beach area (22.11'23.89"N 9,r"4a'i6.26,E)
sandip channea Q2"35'29.fi"N 91.33,5_64"E)
KaRafuliEstuary {22.13',18.51"N 91"4A14.57"E'
Sea & beach along Himchori to lnani

(21.20'6.38"N 91 2\.1 ?"Et
Anadar Manak Estury (2r.gt'30.s1"N 90" 4'41.6a,E)
Jailfar Char 122"25'22-3{"N9l"as'22.s2'E,
Tlrengar Char e?zz5?.TT"Nst"z419.2g"E)
lloddbarChar (?2"15'48.92'N 9t"t's.zs"E)
Jahaiia char l22"zz'44.79'Ngl"l9'18.97"E)
Dublar+har {2i%5'3i.53'l,l By32'2B.os'E}
Kotka (2t.so'49.29"N 89"49'2.4s'E)
lililkomol (21"44'35,9?'N e92s'30-90'E)

a\

Prospective MPA(AOC)

ilbhmk-hali channel {21"53'18.1 r"N 90?3'1 7.91"E)
Char Tupania
Hanarchar
Tentulia
Sonar Char

{21.5O34.54'N 90.2' 29.At' Et
(23'8 32.8{"N 90"38'41.99.E}

{22.7'1 t.9A'N 90.29', 37.€t" E'

{21.4947,76"N 90.29'.28.9S'E}
Burishar river mouth {22'8'34-09"N ts.53'55.05"E)
Kolapara, (21.58'35.29'N go.i 3'56.87'El
Bish Khali
Paira River
Alekgendel
Lolia River
Chotobogi
Mongla
Chil&

{2r "s9'8.{ O'N 89.59',40.03"E}
{22?1'1 1.84'N 90"r s'sS.36"E)
(72.&', 2'1.4t', N 90.55'1 r.1 g"El
(2?21' 57 .49', il *"1 9'39.78" E)
(22" 2'.n4.66'N 90. 5'1 5.s8'E)
{?2.28'1 4.9?'N 89"35'38.65"E}
{22"24',1 t.60'N 85"371 0.07"E}

Joymoni {22.2t'55-31'r.r 89"go's4.o3"E}
Matamuhuri Estuary (2t?6'59.2r'N 9r.t5'g7.ts'E)
sffa-kunducoast {22"33'4o.46'H9,1"36'l?.7o'E)
Marersharai Coast {2141'51.t4'N9t€0'0.28'E)
llohesk-hali channel {21 ?E3s.0C'N 9t.5S32.83"E}
Kutubdiachannel {2t.4?'7.33"N91"5247.52E1
Pechardwip (2141928.52"N 32. 1',53.64"E)

11
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CharKukrimukri {21"s4'23-74'Nso"?r49.9a"8:)
Ilalchar {21"53'5i.6$'N so"4s'1l.27"El
charHszari {22.39'7.95"N *4t21.79'El
char Larmi (22.20'.t 8.67"N 90p5 r'27 .6281
srilatch of no gfound {2r'r7'59.53"N 89"30',25.n2'F)
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To establish a framework for an individual MPA"* #.
in sea, certain phase needs to be followed iqr:
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\y
Proposed Timeline to lmplement the Framework

The project will be conducted in three phases, as follows:

Phase l: Preparatory phase (3-5 Years)
- Short term by 2A15 in pilot Sites {6000 km2)

Phase ll: Development phase (6-10Years)

- Mid term by 2O2A in designated sites (12000krn2)

Phase lll: Consolidation phase (11-15Years)

- Long term by 2025 in expanded sites (15000km2)

15
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i,i ll lEll

E;- OverallActivities
. Develop a MPA framework for Bangladesh
. ldentify important areas to be brought under MPA status
. Formulation and functioning of the national committee for MPA
. Delineate propsed Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in the Bay of Bengal
. Inventory of data and information and habitat profiling of proposed MPAs
. Policy analysis related with MPAdeclaration
. Define roles and responsibilities of relevant stakeholderc to establish and

enforcing MPAs
. Assist relevant govemment agencies in declaring and enforcing MPAs

for marine biodiversity
. Develop guideline for MPA management and operation
. Capacity building of the relevantagencies in enforcing MPA
. Develop resource harvest mechanism for ensuring sustainable harvest

from MPAs and
forestablished MPAs

&w
Phase l: Preparatory phase (3-5 Years) - Short
term by 20{5 - Pilot Sites
. Formulation of National Committee of MPA
. Delineate proposed MPAs for marine fishes and wildlife
. Survey and inventory of data and information
. Habitat profiling of proposed MPAs
. GIS mapping of selected MPAs
. Develop guidelinefor establishing MPA
. Cross visit to learn and knowledge exehange of other MPA
. Provide training to relevant Govt. officials and technical

persons by the WCPA {The World Commission on
Protected Areas) of IUCN

16
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\y
Phase
20{5-{

ll: Development phase (3-5 Years) - by
I

. Develop guidelinefor establishing MPA
" Delineate proposed MPAs for marine fishes and wildlife
. Assist relevant govt. agencies in declaring and

enforcing MPAs for marine fishes
. Capacity building of the relevant agencies in enforcing

MPA
. Research and information hunting on the MPA

,\

\y
Phase
2022

lll: Consolidation phase (3-5 Years)-by

. Develop guidelinefor MPA management and operation

. Survey and inventory of data and information

. Habitat profiling of proposed MPAs

. GIS mapping of selected MPAs

. Develop resource sharing system for ensuring sustainable
harvest of MPA resources

. Regular monitoring of MPA performance

17
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ProposedPilot Sites

. St Martin lsland and its adjacent water area
(appx. 100 sq. km)

. Nijum Dwip lsland and its adjacent water area
(apprx. 300 sq. km)

. Already declared Marine Reserve area by DoF
(appx. 5000 sq. km)

. Sundarbans and its water territory upto 't0 N
mile??

,\

\y
Institutional Arrangement?

. Lead Ministry - MoFUMoEF or co-chairs (through
engaging technical implementing organization)

. Associate Ministry-Any of above

. Other agencies:
- DoE: Ensure environmental compliance
- DoF : Enforcement and Management of fisheries
- FD: Enforcement and Management of forest & wild life
* BFRI: Research and survey
- NAVY and Coast Guard: Monitoring and Enforcement
- NORI and Universities: Research and data generation
- Local administration: Execution

18
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Let's start to see the sea

Thank you

19
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Training Workshop

Marine Protected Area (MPA) Management
Effectiveness Assessment Tool t M EAT)

SESSION 3: MPA MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS
ASSESSM ENT TOOL ( M EAT) AN D RETATED TOOr-S

BRAC Centre lNN, 75 Mohakhali,
Dha ka- 1 2L2, Ba ngladesh

27 & 29 April 2015

Outline

. Summary of Other MPA Evaluation Tools
1. How is your MPA Doing? - IUCN/WWF
2. Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool (MFffl - World Bank
3. Management Effectiveness (ME) -TNC

. Overview of Management Effectiveness Assessment Tool {MEAT}-
MSN/CTSP
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How ls Your MPA Doing?

Tuesday, L fVovember 2005

Thuy Tien Hotel; Hanoi, Vietnam
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Caer-bd&rterr
gtt:rcnr?

t
Yidor

iox*uttobt?

ardvHprorhctcrr

Framing the lssue:
i . , . . :  . . . : :  :  : '  .

. What is it?

The degree to whictt monagement octions are
achieving the stated goak and objectives of a

protected area

I
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Framing the lssue:
i'.oii ii ii ;i it-i i-i i'i : r::' i il i.. i.* i: i :'.iL : : ::,,,,

. Why evaluate it?

It tells us how o monoged area is -- or is
not -- meeting its stoted gools and

objectives

Framing the lssue:
it j;,i !:': f i:j rl'i* i i f. it'ii* i=.l: !'{:,t itui:::ii..:,

. Why evaluate it?

" Promotes adaptive management
. lmproves project planning

" Enhances priority setting
' Promotes internal & externalaccountability
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Framing the lssue:
M a na g* me nt F"ffeetive$l e$s
. What are the costs?

Add itiona I staff time (existing/contract)

Evaluation training
Socioeconomics & governance expertise
Senior management/agency buy-in
Data collection resources
Data collection approval
Budget planning process

The many influences on a MPA
Sbc*Fconorn,c Fac{*s

SrlodriecalFactu$

i;t
i  i ; ;
t--- l !  '
i * i .  t
f -  
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l f f i l
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Corresponding indicators:

{n=42}

Biophysical indicators (n=L0)

Socioeconom ic indicators (n=16)

Gcvernance indicators (n=16)
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Factors Affecting ttiPA Management Effectiveness

\
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Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool {MErf}

Classifications Used Context
lnput
Planning
Process
Output
Outcome
A, L,2,3;
Yes/No

Vague/Flexible

Global

Scoring

Indicators

Use

METT

3. Law Enforcement - Can staff {i.e. those with responsibility for managing
the site) enforce protected area rules well enough?
The staff have no effective capacity/resources to enforce protected area
legislation and regulations
There are major deficiencies in staff capacity/resources to enforce protected area
legislation and regulations (e-9. lack of skills, no patrol budget, lack of institutional
support)
The staff have acceptable capacity/resources to enforce protected area legislation
and regulations but some deficiencies remain
The staff have excellent capacity/resources to enforce protected area legislation
and regulations
10. Protection systems -Are systems in place to control access/resource
use in the protected area?
Protection systems (patrols, permits, etc. ) do not exist or are not effective in
controlling access/resource use

Protection systems are only partially effective in controlling accesslresource use

Protection systems are moderately effective in controlling access/resource use
Protection systems are largely or wholly effective in controlling access/ resource
use

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3
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Number of Indicators of MFTT for each Result Type

Biodiversity

Compliance improved and
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Enforcement and Communication Action
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I nformation/Monitoring & Evaluation

Human Capacity

Financial Resources & Fquipment

Human Resources

Partnerships
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1
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Management Effectiveness - 2011,

Classifications Used Initiated
Established
Enforced
Sustainable
lnstitutionalized
Conservation Effect

Yes/No

Precise

Indonesia

More explicit socio-economic and
-  , .outcome / lmpact

Scoring

Indicators

Use
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in Tahle
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Total'Nc'
remrded

Total'Dom
Kno$r'

recorded

To{al 'Nri

Apdicable'
rbborded

D

E

TEN t"t

klir€ Descrision Resufr

1
Conservation fffects ha\€y€tto be neasured or dserved, orare observed in
less than a qmrter {<250rbJ of the remgniaed psential effectarms.

2 Conserr€liofi fffects trrave been meawred or observed in nore than a $iarler
f>2506) but hss $afi a hatr (<50Cbl oi the recegnized potefl&l effef,r area.s.

a Cornersation ffects have been recognized in more tian haff PE0qb] hn bss
than three Sj:lners i<750itJ of the remgnized palentialeftef,tareas-

4
Conseryatiorr fffects have been recognied in rncre tian three q_raners {>75t*}
of the recog*:ed poter*iat *{.et* areas.

Number of Indicators of ME for each Result Type

Biodiversity

Compliance improved and
Threats reduced

Enforcement and Communication Action

Lega l/Regulations/P la n/Zoning

I nformation/Monitoring & Eva luation

Human Capacity

Financial Resources & Equipment

Human Resources

Partnerships

TOTAI

1+4

4

8

19

15

5

7

2

2
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M a nagement Effectiveness Tools

. Use one that suits your purpose and available expertise!

. One point is not equivalent to another point

. Evidences!
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Appendix 6

Session 3: Overview of MPA
Management Effe ctivene s s
Assessment Tool (MEAT)
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a harmonizedversion of the MPA Report Guide CCEF as modified by the
hcilitated by the MPA Support Network (MSN) through the CTI Support

€ =

Marine Pnrte€ted Area (MFA)
Any specific marine area that has
been reserved by law or other
effective means and is governed by
specific rules or guidelinesto
managed activities and protect part
or the entire enclosed coastal and
marine environment

What is
MEAT?

Thresholds are deemed to be the most
important factors that contribute to the
success of MPA management

What is
MEAT?

Management effectiveness
the level of management efiectiveness
achieved in the governance of the MPA in
the Philippinesbasd on several cnlelia
andor gorremance indicators in
consination with the biophysical and
socioeconomic inpact indicators.

a management tool to help gauge MPA effectiveness

Highlights important threshold indicators and processes
that help promote and achieve MPA management
effectiveness outputs and outcomes.

uses simplified tools thatwill allow forthe objective
evaluation of MPAs

2
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Monitodng is not an end in itself but a
means to improve management.

provides a formal wayto learn from successes and failures
and help people understand how and why management
practices are being adapted.

MPA Evaluation
consists of reviewing the resrlts of
actions taken, and assessing whether
the actions are producing the desired
outcomes.

Why do
we need to evaluate
our MPAs?

Evaluation consists of reviewing the results of actions
taken and assessing whetherthese actions are producing
the desired outcomes.

hy do we
eed to evaluate our

MPAs? 4 iq,*;pd@
I Allows for the improvement of protected area managementthrough i
j learning, adaptation, and the diagnosis of specific issues influencing i
i whether goals and objectives have been achieved. i

a to show forthe of an MPA.

Adaptivemanagem€nt
an ovenall management approach that
embodies a'leaminq bv &ind philosophy.
Adaptive management approaches
emphasize: 1) ongorng monitoring of
performance throqh the tracking of key
variables, 2) priodic assessments
{evaluation); and 3} modr'fication of policies,
practice, and institutional c4acity as
needed to, inprove performanee.

provide the MPA with information with which to implement adaptive
management stategies

3
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Who will use the
results of MEAT?

Adaptive ' MPA Management BodY
Assisting Instirutions (LGU,

Management Acaderriiclnstitutions.NGOs

Awareness and . Stakeholders. Constituents.

.  lv l ,A|

Consolidation/ . NGos
Database 

. LGUs

Awardsand . MsN

Recognition' #:iln'g*$fiT.X"mT'

Effectively managed M PAs

Where can we
apply MEAT?

4
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Tubbataha R€fs Naturdl Park {Palawan}

se the MPA MEAT?
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The MPA MEAT can be used in tandem
with existing tools ftrr scoring MPA
Effectiveness. or independentlyas a
minirnumset of standards. It shouldalso
be used together with other MPA
effectiveness tools that focus on
ecological assessments and perception
sun/eysto gauge social acceptance
and/or impact .

l . ' r

I Should be used together with other MPAeffectiveness tools I

What is

fnce[tives
w

Performance

.v

I
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Session 3: MPA MEAT
electronic guide



Mariue Hotecte| Area
Managewent ffic$vmess Asses,swent fos{

The MPA MEAT is a hormonired version of the MPA Report Guide af the Coastal
Conservation and Education Foundation, Inc, (CCEEWhite et al. 20M) as modiJied

by the Philippinz Envirsnmental Governarce Praject 2 {EcoGov2), (Arceo et aI. in prelt),
facilitated by tlre MPA &ryport Network (MSN) through the CTI (Coral Triangle

Initiative) Support Partnership or CTSP. Some eletnents are incorporated in the MPA
MEAIT to gauge and highlight important tltresholdindicators andprocesses that help

pramote and achiwe MPA ftraurgemsnt effeaivmess out2tu* and outcomes.

The MPA MEAT was initiated by the:

g#F
Natianal CII Coordinating Comminee

version:01 Feb.2011



MPAAAEAT
What is the MPA ME,{T?

The MPA MEAT aims to assess governance in terms of enforcement,
implernentation and maintenance. However, MPA management in the
context of governance approaches in the Philippines is not limited to
the physical management ofthe NIPA onlybut also includes direct and
indirect uses, threats, people, and the systemic interaction between
people and resources.

\trhat is an effectively rnanaged MPA?

IUCN defines management effectiveness as the degree to which
management actions are achieving the go'als and objectives of a
protected area {Hockings et al., 2000). Management effectiveness is
defined, in the context of the MPA MEAT, according to tbur different
Ievels: (l) established, (2) strengthened, (3) sustained, and (a)
institutionalized. IVIPA effectiveness, on the other hand based on
several criteria and/or governance indicators in combination with the
biophysical and socioeconomic impact indicators.and sccioeconomic
irnpact indicators.

Where to use the MPA MEAI?

MPA MEAT is a managernent tool to help measure MPA effectiveness
using simplified tools allowing an objective evaluation of MPAs. It can
be applied to locally-managed MPAs and marine areas dedared under
the National Integrated Protected Area System Act (RA 7586). It can
be implemented through an assisted self-evaluation or key informant
interviews. Documents provide proof of completion of targets. For
NIPAS marine areas, consider only the areas within the seascape that
are directly managed or linked to the PAMB.

Howto use the MPA MEAT?

The 48-item modification of the CCEF rating to incorporate other
indicators and weighted importance values takes into account the
suggestion of the WB score card (Staub and Hatziolas 2004) and of
certain threshold governance processes (EcoGov2 in prep., Arceo et
a1.) to help gauge some outputs/outcomes and define efectiveness
(Hockings et al.2000).

Each level in the MPA MEAT have criteria and activities that need to
be satisfied as described in the guide questions. The thresholds
indicated with an asterisk (*) are given higher points. The minimum

BACKGROUND

MPA MEAT AS
BENCHMARKING TOOL FOR
CTI NPOA GOAL ON MPAS

The benchmarking of Marine
Protected Area (MPA) management
effectiveness is a crucial part in
improving functionality of
governance and management of
MPAs in the Philippines. It serves as
a baseline for the monitoring of the
Coral Triangle Initiative (CTI)

Philippines' National Plan of Action

{NPOA) areas and dovetails with
tracking of comrnitments to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
(cBD).

The MPA Management Effectiveness
Assessment Tool (MPA MEAT) was
developed as abenchmarking tool as
a result of considerable cooperative
work between several institutions
and individuals working to heh
establish and sustain MPA as an
important strategy to adaptively
manage the coastal and marine areas
of the Philippine Archipelago.

It is envisicned that the MPA MEAT
will be implemented widely to help
pursue the goal of improving
effectiveness of MPAs in the
Philippines as part of the CTI (see
CTI Goal on MPAs). It can be used
as a minimum set of standards fbr
compliance to the CTI NPOA.

score including all the scores of the thresholds should be satisfied to pass the level. For levels 3 and 4, the age of the
MPA is considered also as a prerequisite for provlng "zustainability" and "instiuionalizationl

The levels in this tooi are sequential. The highest level, which the MPA being assessed has satisfied the minimum
scor€, is its Management Level. The cumulative score is used to measure the MPA management rating. The
minimum number of years of MPA operation in Levels 3 and 4 should be satislied in order to pass these levels.



How to interpret the results of the MPA MEAT?
There are three ways to interpret the MPA MEAT results: through an overall score or rating, gauging
by management effectiveness level, and by categorizing responses into management focus. With the
MPA MEAT, an MPA can be "excellent" in terms of level of effort put into MPA management but only
get a Level 2 rating (MPA Management is Effectively Strengthened) if not all of the thresholds for Level
3 are met. Grouping the answers into Management Focus wiil help the management body determine
which areas they are doing well and which management focus require improvements.

InterBretataons Description

1" Overall score Measures the level of effort devoted to MPA management
Higher scores mean greater effort put inte MPA management and can
potentially increase MPA effectiveness

2. Management
Effectiveness
Level

lncorporates significantly-important activities called "thregholds" that MP.A
rnanagement bodies must undertake to enable effective governance of an
MPA
The following factors must be met in order to achieve a given Management
Effectiveness Level:
s Minimurn nurnber of years since establishment
c Minimurn overall score
o All 'threshold" questions satisfied for that Level and those befare it

Management

focus
MPA management activities can be divided into key categories which help in
improving effectiveness of MPAs
These are: Managernent plan, Management body, Legal instrument,
Community participation, Financing, IEC activities, Enforcement, Monitoring,
and Development
By grouping the questions into these categories, the MPA management body
can gauge where its strengths and weaknesses lie and objectively identify
areas for imorovement

The MPA MEAT can also be used as a guide for improving MPA management effectiveness using the
threshold activities identified. Consolidating the experiences of various institutions and
non-government organizations, the MPA MEAT presents a compilation of pararneters that enable
effective management of MPAs.
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COTiTUI{ITY PERCEPTbT{ SURVEY FORH

This percepion sun ey can be used to gauge the level of awareness of stakeholden, {reir perceirred benefitr frrom the
MPA, their perreption on tle functlonality of the managenrent body and their willingness to support the MPA"
Results of this pereption suryey may be used by tt|e management body to adjust their community awareness
programs and aclivitis"

lr&'odrtfurrfarcrlrrna Mmunirylaftenwt C-anyouspreafantmimtrso/1aolurtime?lwouldtiketointeview
yurqardingtlrc{thnrcoftheMPA}in(turmgq).ftkniciplitylcitfl. {Municipaliqt&Mba*mtt$conduaing
itsrqu*arCwtmunityfurcqtiwt9.rtay. lolr ttyhave6ql.tes;tionsroor;l(Wrapinion. Iheinfumatimganxorrd
frun this urwy will be ud to imrywe the monaga nant of ttle $lame of the MPlt).

{Otrce tltc pawt agrers. unlitery htduce yourself - mme ond LGU d*igatim ta'l am Jtmn hla Cruz I am a
Fidwies Tdtnician of tln ftwrc of LGU)1.' Ttlat gM to @rrduct dE imsvtau]

Fishcr$rk hohcrno._ llon-fishcrstelehoHerno.

I{anrl

Addru:sl

Agc

llo. of ya*r nsiding in tln Bmngay: Oauprtlon:

I . Do you know about th e 0ntentialyx stdts he name af he MPA dnd pklcel?
[ ]Yes

Howdid you know?

What are the functions & berefits of the MPA? (Cite at least 2)

I N o

rcR ilREcT (fbhers) SIAKEHOIDERS:
Did yourfish catch increase because of the MPA?
I lYes

why?
I  l N o I I Undeclded

FOR Non-fisher STAKEIOLDERS
Have you benefitted from the MPA?

I I Undecided

3. ls there an increxe or decrexe in the incidence of illegal firhing activities in the area since the MPA wx
established?
[ ] lncrcae I lDecrease [ ]UndecHed

To what would you attibute the change?

4. Do you thinkthat the MPA manag€ment group is functional?
[ ] Y e r  t l N o  l l U n d e c i d e d

lf yes, in what ways ls it functional?

lf noorundecided,why?

5. Do )tou think the MPA efforts can be sustained?

I lYes
lnwhatway?

I  lNo

[ ]Yes
whv?

t  l N o I lUndecHed

Will you support the continued management of the MPA?
[ ]Yes

How will yor support it?

[  ] N o
What would make )lou support it?



MPA Type:

f] Locally-managed MPA

n Nl PAS Seascape (for NIPAS Silgt please skip thls page an d proceed to the next)

MPA information for single MPAs or locally-managed MPAs (provide maps if availoble)

uersion:01 Feb 201 1

ffiffi.l

MPAName:

Location:

Boundary
Coordinates
(Ladtude&
Longitude)

Size

MPAType:

Ecosystems
Protected:

Coral Cover

Fish biomass /
density
Year
Esrablished:

Legislation:

Complete Name

Short Name

Sitio, Barangay(s)

Municipality(ies)

Province

Corner / Point

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point6

Point 7

Point8

Hectares

So nctua ry /Rese we/Co m bi nat ion

Coral reef, mangrove, seagrass, etc.

Percent live caral cover (include year)

indicate units (kg/ho. or individual/ha.)

Eased on legal document

Name and code of ordinance / R.A.

Longitude Latitude

Evafuation date: mm/dd/yyyy

Evaluator(s) details:

l{ame Affiliation Email address(es) Contact number(s)

n The third biennial MPA Awards and Recognition (Para El MAR 201 1) wil l be using this form as a nomination form.
lf you wish to nominate your MPA, kindly mail or email your form to the secretariat (contact details at the end of this document)



MPA lnformation for MPAs under NIPAS Act
(provide mops if available)

Complete Name
I{IPAS Name:

Short Name

Encompassing:

Boundary
Coordinates
{Latitude &
Longitude)

Size

Size

Coral Cover

Fish biomass /
density

Year
Established:

Legislation:

Municipality(ies)

Province

Corner I Point

Point I

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

Point 7

Point 8

morine area (hectares)

Iand areo thectares)

Percent live coral cover (include yeor)

lndicate units (kg/ha. or individual/ha.)

Based on legal document

Name and rcde of ordinance/ RA.

Evaluation date: mm/dd/yyyy

Evaluator(s| details:

Name Affiliation Email address(es) Contact number{s}

Longitude Latitude



For each management zone or MPA in the NiPAS Seascape
{provide additionol pages if necessary; provide maps if available)

Managementzone
or illPA narne 

complete name

Size

Zone/MPAtype:

Boundary
Coordinates
(tatitude&
Longitude)

Year
Established:

Legislation:

Hectares

Sonctua ry, rese rv e, etc.

Corner I Point

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

Point 7

Point 8

Based on legal document

Legal document name

Longitude Latitude

For each management zone or MPA in the NIPAS Seascape
(provide additional pages if necessary; provide maps if available)

Managementzone
or MPA name 

complete name

Size

Zone/MPAtype:

Boundary
Coordinates
(Latitud€ &
Longitude)

Year
Established:

Legislation:

Hectares

Sanctuory, reseue, etc.

Corner / Point

Point I

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

Point 7

Point 8

Based on legaldacument

Legal document name

Longitude Latitude



LEVEL f - mPA lS ETABLISHED (17 lterns,27 Points)

Criteria / Guide Questions
Allowable

Points
Actual
Points

Remarks / Means of verification

1.1 Establishment based on Participatory Process {5/5)
blPA established with $e participation of the comrnunity based oa informed decisions

1 . 1 . 1 VIPA concept explained to stakeholders O o r  I

Was the MPA concept explained to the stakeholders?

 ffected stakeholders have been oriented on MPA tonceots and benefits

. Minutes of consultations & public
hearings

. Activity reFrt / proceedings of
the consultation

t . l .2 MPA accepted and approved by the community or local government 0 o r l

Was the MPA accepted by the community (for local MPAs) or local govemments (for NIPAS seascapes)?
>ublic consultatian on site serect'on should be conducted in orderto gainfimmunity apryovaland acceptance

. Resolution(s)

. Minutes of meeting

1 .1 .3 BASELINE ASSESSMENT CONDUCTED * O o r 3

llere the stakeholders engaged in baseline assessment using standard methods / any acceptable methods?

)aseline assessment suNey includes biophysical assessfient and community prafile

. Biophysical assessment report
r PCRA/PRA report
r Technical reports ofconsultants
o 8MS for NIPAS seascapes)
r Names of local parti€ipants

1.2 Adoption of a Legitimate Management Plan (6/6)
Management plan is adopted and legitirnized bythe LGU or Protected Area Management Board {PAMB) or similar legal body

1-2.1 Vlanagement Plan Draft ed 0 o r l

{as the management plan been drafted? . Any draft ofmanagement plan

1.2-2 MPA plan prepared in a consultative and participatory manner 0 o r l

l/as the MPA/NIPAS plan prepared in a consultative and participatory manner?
r Documentation of public consultation

about the MPA plan

1.2.3 Functions of MPA management body explained through IEC 0 o r 1

ffere the functions of the MPA management body and benefits fiom the MPA explained through initial IEC activities? .IEC materials

1,2.4 MANAGEMENT PLAN ADOPTED I' O o r 3

{as the rnanagement plan been finalised and adopted?
. Management Plan
r Resolution or ordinance

1.3 Legislations (Municipal Ordinance / Presidential Proclamation / Republic Act) {5/5}
Management plan is adopted and bgitimiz€d by the LGU or Proteded Area l/lanagement Board (PAllg) or similar legal body

1.3.1 Legal instrument declaring the MPA has been drafted O o r l

las the legal insrument declaring the MPA been drafted?

'or locatly-managed MPAs:TheEorangayOrdinanceisin placeandthe MunicipalOrdinance has been drafted.
'or NIPAS seascapes:o Bepublic Aa has been drafted

' Draft or final ordinance / resolution
r Draft Republic Act {for NIPAS)

1.3.2 Consultations on legal instrument with stakeholders conducted O o r l

rVere there public hearings / community consultations on the legal instrument declaring the protected areas?
, Minutes of public consultations
r Resolstions of endorsement

1.3.3 TEGAT INSTRUMENT APPROVED * O o r 3

l'las the legal instrument establishing the filPA or NIPAS baen approved?

'or locally-managed MPAS: a Municipal Ordinanrc dedaring the MPA should bave been enacted
ror NIPAS seascapes: a frepublia Act should have been enacted by Cangrcss

r Municipal Ordinance declaring the MPA
br the locally-managed MPAs
r Republic Act {for NIPAS)



tEVEt r -MPA lS ESTABTTSHED (17ltems,27 Points)

Criteria / Guide Questions
Allowable

Points
Actual
Points

Remarks / Means of verification

1.4 Management body formed and functional (11/1tl
MPA established with dre parti(ipation of the comrunity bas€d on informed decisions

1.4.1 Vlanagement body determined and identified O o r l

lave the members of the management body been determined and identified?
.he management coregroup should have been identifred {e.9., BFARMC, MFARMC, or PAMB)

. List of members of PAMB or
management body; rnanaEement
structufe; appointment papers

1.4-2 MANAGEMENT BODY FORMED AND ROIES CIARIFIED * O o r 3

{as the management body been formed and have their roles been clarified?

Minutes showing committees
Organizational chart with clear
roles
Enabling documentation (e.9.,

appointrnent papers)

1.4.3 BUDGET AIIOCATED FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR * O o r 3

{as tha budget for at least one {1 } year of MPA implementation been allocated?

. Approved Workand Finantial Plan
I Document appropriating funds from the
Seneral Appropriations Act (for NIPAS
;eascapes) orfrom the LGU (for locally-
nanaged MPAs)

1.4.4 IEC activit ies coordinated by the management body? 0 o r l

{ave lnformation, Education, and Communication {lEC) activities been coordinated by the management body? Are
;ignboards ,/ billboards posted along the coastline / shoreline and visible to key stakeholders?

IEC plan or similar document
Minutes showing IEC activities
Reports on IEC activitias
Photographs of billboards / signboards
and IEC materials

t.4.5 MPA boundaries delineated O o r l

Are the MPA's boundaries properly delineated in the most appropriate manner and boundary markers installed?

When possible, the MPA boundaries should be ma*ed by onchor buoys made with apryopriate and sturdy moterials.
For large oreas like NIPAS seascapes, infomation rnatedols (e.q., banners, billboords, posters) thot clearly show the baundaries of
the protected area and zones xtablished shauld be accessible and visible to key stakeholders.

r Photograph of marker buoys showing
status
r Maps on billboards, banners, posters

1.4.6 MPA enforcers identified 0 o r l

ilave the MPA enforcers already been identified?

' Document showing names ofenforcers
(e.9.,8antay Dagat PNP Maritime
Group, Coast Guar4 etc.); appointment
papers

1.4-7
3iophysical monitoring activities coordinated by the management
cody

0 o r l

\re the biophysical monitoring activities coordinated by the management body?

' Biophysical monitoring report
r Resolutions approving monitoring

activitie!

TOTAL SCORE FOR tEVEt 1 27

Thresholds are in BLOCK CAPITALS. Minimum score of 1 8 points and all Thresholds should have been met to pass this Level.



LEVEL 2 - MPA HANAGEMENT lS EFFECTIVELY STRENGTHENED (9 ltem+ 15 Points)

Criteria / Guide Questions
Allowable

Points
Actual
Points

Remarks / Means of verification

2.1 The MPA is effectivelystrengthened (15/15)

't .'t Enforcement plan, or its equivalent, in place 0 o r l

lhe MPA should have a clear and feasible enforcement plan
' Enforcement plan (i.e,, schedules, SOP,

etc)

2.1.2 Marine enforcement group trained 0 o r l

'lave the marine enforcement team members been trained on enforcement procedwes and protocols? (e.9., apprehension,
raralegal, use ofGPS, safety, etc)

Training report with names of
participants

Certifi cate of attendance to
tnining(s)
Deputization lD

1.3 PATROTLING AND SURVEILLANCE CONDUCTED REGULARLY X O o r 3

lre paffolling, surveillame, and other vblation detectkrn rneasures {e.g- watchtowers, radars, community
€porting, etc.l being conducted regularly?

Attendance of patrollers
Patrol logs
Back to office reports (after patrols)
Mission order

2.1.4 I'IOTATIONS DOCUMENTED * Oor  3

lre violation reports / apprehensions being do<urnented proper{y?

t-ven if therc arc no violations observed, these shauld be reported as "no obseNed violations' .

' Back-to-office report of patrol team
' Logbook ofapprehensions / repo.t
riolations
) Police blotter

2.1.5 CASES FILED OR VIOLATORS PENALIZED X O o r 3

{re cases filed for apprehended violators or are they penalized {e.9., administrative fines)?

y'iolatars are at least rcquircd to poy administative frnes ot othet penalties provided for in the ordinance or cny enabling law.
?onfiscation of gean can also serve as a form of sanctnn as well as undergoing a seminar for frrst time violato$,

Case reports
Legal documents
List of violators penalized
Logbooks
Record of fi nes colle€ted
List / pictures ofgears confiscated

2.1.6 Funds accessed and used 0 o r l

{llocated funds should have been accessed and used for MPA management Funds can also come from oth€r source! (e.9.,
Jonors, proiects, etc.)

r Expenditure repo*s
' Financial statements

2.1.7 nfrastructures maintained 0 o r l

{re the MPA billboardl boundary markers, anchor buoyi guardhouse, boats, or other infrastructures for MPA management
reing maintained?

' Photograph of infrastructures showing
their condition

I Expenditure reports on maintenance of
inflastructures

2.1.8 EC program conducted to sustain public awareness and compliance O o r l

s the IEC program being implemented to sustatn public awareness and compliance?
I Documentation of IEC activities
) IEC matedals

2.1.9 )articipatory biophysical monitoring in the last 3 years 0 o r l

Eiaphysicol suveys should have fuen enducted at least in tt e lost thrze (3|yean. Suweys should be propuly documented,
with thedato keptsafelyfor reviewand updating purposes. ForN/PlSseascopes, EiodiversityMonitoingSystem (BMS) arother
manitaing methods should have been done and repofted at least over the last three years.

r Data or report over the last three years

TOTAL SCORE FOR LEVEL 2 1 5

fhresholds are in BLOCKCAPITALS.To achiane Lanel2, Level | rcqubemmts musthave been passed and a minimum of 17 poinrobtained from Level 2 with allThresholds met,



TEVEL 3 ; IIIPA ltAHAGE|blEllT tS EFFCCTIVELY St STAINED f,OR AT LE ST 5 YEARS {1r Fenurr,2l Points}

Criteria / Guide Questions
Allowable

Points
Actual
Points

Remarks / Means of verification

3.1 The MPA management is effectively sustained for at least 5 years l21l21l

1 . 1 Management plan and ordinance reviewed and updated 0 o r l

{as the MPA management plan reviewed or updated in response to emerging needs and challenges?

' Updated management plan or
arnendments to the plan

r Minutes of meeting that reviewed the
plan

t .1 .2 FUNDS GENERATED OR ACCESSED FOR LAST 2 YEARS IF O o r 3

tre financial sources generated or accessed for the last 2 or more consecutive years? (e.9., budget from LGU / IPAF orfrom
:xternal sources)

' Audited expenditure report for the last 2
years

1 .3
Management body able to supervise management activities of the
MPA and access technical assistancg if necessary

O o r l

V'lanagement body is fully functioning and has shown capacity to locate and access technical assistance to improve MPA
nanagement and status

Letters with reply from partner for
technical assistafte
Reports with other partners
Minutes of meetings w/ action points

1.4
ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM FULLY OPERATIONAL IN THE IAST FIVE
CONSECUTIVE YEARS * O o r 3

The enfarcement phn is fully implemented. Patrolling adivities, violotions reporting and apprehension, and sanctioning of
violators should have been on-going over the last five yeoc.

' Logbook with records of patrolling
apprehensions

r Annual enforcement reports (for 5 years)

1.5 IEC program enhanced O o r l

EC materials are rcgulaily reproduced or updated and disseminated
' IEC Program progress reports (including

dissemination details)
' Updated lEc materials

1.6
PERFORMANCE MONITORINGOF THE MANAGEMENT BODY
CONDUCTED REGULARLYT'

O o r 3

)erformance monitoing of the management body should be done regularly as defined in the management plan or at least stery 2
ears. Management araluation tools such as the MPA MEAT can be used to assets monagement performcnce.

' Performance evaluation reports for the
management body

3.1.7 REGULAR PARTICIPATORY MONITORING COT{DUCTED * O o r 3

Tiophysical suweys should have fuen conducted st teost in the tast fiva {5) years. Surveys should be properly dacumented, with
he data kept safely far rcview and updating pupses. For NIPAS seasrcpe' the Biodivercity Monitaring Systen {BMS) should have
)een reryrted at least every three yeors.

' Monitoring data showing Fends
' Attendance sheets showing names of

lmals who participated in monitoring
activities

t .1 .8 Socioeconomic monitoring conducted regularly 0 o r l

'Regulaf' as defined in the management plan or at least annually. Minimum socioe(onomic data which may be used by the
nanage.,'ent bady ta adjust management plans & stategies include: income, Iivelihod activitiet population, resource use, ftsh
:atch, etc.

) Socioeconomic data showing trervCs

t .1 .9 Sustainable financing strategy established 0 o r l

s there an intemally generated revenue scheme?
Resolution or ordinance imposing fees
Financial guidelines
Private-public partnership agreements

1 . 1 0 VIOTATORS PROSECUTED AND SANCTIONED * O o r 3

lre tha prcsecution process rcquirements, if any, satisfied by the MPA managem€nt body?
' Appearance in court or tourt decision
r Other sanctions implemented

l . t  1 Feedback system in place (for monitoring) 0 o r l

s there a feedback system in place?
r Minutes of public hearings /
)resentations

TOTAL SCORE FOR LEVEL 3 21

Thresholds are in BLOCKCAPITALS.To achiare Lercl3, Level 1 & 2 requirements 'lt,ust have been passed ond a ninifum of 16 points obtained fram Level3 with allThresholds
met.



LEVEL 4 - fflPA MANAGEIHENT lS EFFECTIVELY INSTITUTEHAIIZED FOR AT TEAST 7 YEARS (l t ltems, 2l Points)

Criteria / Guide Questions
Allowable

Points
Actual
Points

Remark / Means of verification

4.1 MPA management effedively institutionalized for at least 7 years (21/21)

1 .1 >olitical support from the provincial council or LGUs 0 o r 1

B,eProvindalCouncil {forlocally-managed MPAs) or Ioal gwemments{forMPASseascapes}have committedto givethe MPA
nstitutional suppottto sftengthen enforcement ond callabatution. Polititol support- budget, manpower,ortethnical

. Contracts I MOA / MOU

. Annual lnvestnrent Plan (for NIPAS)

. SP Resoldtion committing/providing
support

+.1.2 MPA MANAGEMENT PLAI{ INCORPORATED IN BROADER
DEVELOPMENT PLANS*

O o r 3

the MPA or NIPAS seas(ope is incorparated within the long-tem LGU of provintial developmmt plons (e.9., Comprehensive Land
lse Plans, Provincial Developrnent Plans, etc.)

. Higher level plans where the MPA is
integrated

1 .3 Management body capable of outsourcing funds O o r l

s the management body able to get funds for the MPA / NIPAS seascape fom external sources?

' Proposals submitted (received copy)
, Grant agreements entefed into by the

management body

+.1.4 loordination with LGUs and other groups clearly defined and
Formalized

O o r l

s the c@idination with appropriate national & local agencies on CRM / MPA policies and with other LGUs achieved? Are the
rcrountabilities and working relationships among collaborating institutions clearly defined and formalized?

r Memorandum of Agreement
, Partnership contracts / documents

+.1.5
ECOLOGICAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT
CONDUCTED * O o r 3

{ssessmentofresource status and long-term tends should be rcnducted together with an assessment ofbenefrts obtained ftan
he MPA by stakeholders. lmpacts shauld also be assessed vis-a-vis the overal, obiective of the MPA or NIPAS seascape.

I Trends and temporal assessments of
ecological & socio-economic impacts

r lmpact assessment report

4.1.6
PERFORMANCE THONITORING AND EVALUATIOI{ SYSTEM TINKED
TO AN INCENTIVE SYSTEM * O o r 3

?ecognition / awards are regularly being given ta o.rtstonding memfury law enforcers, etc. lncentives can also include granting of
wailabte loans ar supplementary livelihoad oppartunities.

r Awards / Recognition received
' Announcement of competition /

performance incentives

4,1.7 IEC SUSTAINED OVER SEVEN YEARS X O o r 3

Has the IEC program for the MPA been sustained over the past seven years?
' IEC program progress reports for 7 years
r IEC long-term plan

4.1.8 Management body can adjudicate certain cases 0 o r 1

)oes the management body adjudicate administrative cases?
. Proceedings of adjudications
. Letters of complaints

4.1.9 Expansion strategies or resource enhancement programs initiated 0 o r l

VPA canerage ar core zones (for local MPAs) expanded. Advance consewation and rcsource enhancement activities implemented

le.g., coral reef restoration, mangrcve reforcstotion, g'nnt clam restuking, etc).
r Reports

4.1. ' t0 iupport facilities constructed 0 o r l

Eacilities to suppott MPA enterprtses or imprcve conseruation efforts orc constructed {e.9., guardhanse,visitors'.enteLeducation /
tnining center, watchtowem, etc.)

. Photographs of infrastructure

{.1 .1 1
MPA FINANCIALLY SEIF-SUSTAINING IN THE LAST SEVEN (7}
CONSECUTIVE YEARS *

O o r 3

?evenues (internally gmerated and/or obtoined fro* extemal sources) should be enough to cover operating expenses ofthe MPA
n the (ast seven {7) years

r Audited financial report for the last
seven years

TOTAL SCORE FOR LEVEL 4 21

rhresholdsareinELACKCAPlTALS.TaarhiercLevel4,Levels1to3rcqutuementsmusthavebeenpassedandat inimumof16pointsobtainedftomLevel4withallThresholds
nef.



Summary of MPA MEAT Results

Name of MPA

Location

Date accomplished

MPA level achieved

Total cumulative score *

Remarks

MPALevel
Yearrequhenrent

met?
Total ScorePer

Level

Allthreshold
questions
satisfied?

ilPA level
satisfied?

I - Established
- At least 1 year
- at least 20 Total Cumulative Score
- all Level 1 Thresholds met

MPA is at

l-l least I year
- 

old n n
- Strengthened

- At least 3 years
- at least 31 Total Cumulative Score
- all Level I & 2 Thresholds met

MPA is at

l-l t""rt 3 years
- 

old n n
- Sustained

- At least 5 years
- at least 47 Total Cumulative Score
- all Level '1, 

2, & 3 Thresholds met

MPA is at

l-l t"utt 5 years
-  

o ld n n
| - Institutionalized

- At least 7 years
- at least 63 Total Cumulative Score
- allThresholds met

MPA is at

l-l teutt 7 years
-  

o ld n T
TOTAL CUMULATIVE SCORE

out of84
points "

* Total Cumulative Score: <24 points = "Fair"; 25 to 39 ='Good';40 to 61 = "Very Good";62 to 84 = "Excellent"
tf your MPA daes not meet the basic Level I cotegory, your MPA is stiil under the process af establishment. Basic activities should be
:onducted soon to fully 'establish" the MPA and make it operational.

MPA Management Focus (for each focus, add the points for all the questions in the 2nd column below):

Management Forus Item Numbersin MPA MEAT Form
Total

Available
Points

Actual Score per
Management

Focus

Actual Score divide by
TotalAvailable Points

Management Plan 1.2.1 + 1.2.2 +7.2.4+ 3.1.1 +4.1.2 9 Ao/o

Management Body
1.2.3 + 1.4.1 + 1.4.2+ 3.1.3 + 3.1.6+ 4.t.1
+ 4.1.4 11 Oo/o

Legal Instrument 1 .3 .1  +1 .3 .2+1 .3 .3 5 Oo/o

Community Panicipationl . l - l  +  l -1 .2 2 o%
Financing 1.43 + 2- '1.6 + 3.1.2 + 3.1.9 + 4.1.3 + 4.1.1 1 12 Oo/o

lEc 1.4.4 + 2.1.7 + 2.1-8 + 3.1.5 + 4.!-7 7 Ao/o

Enforcement
I .4.5 + 1.4.6 + 2.1.1 + 2.1.2 + 2.1.1+ 2.1.4
r 2.1.5 + 3.1.4 + 3.1.10 + 4.1.8 20 aoa

Monitoring & Evaluatlon
1.1.3 + 1.4.7 + 2-1.9 + 3-7.7 + 3.1.8 + 3.1.1 I
+ 4.1.5 + 4.1.6 16 Ao/o

Site Development t.1.9 + 4.1.t0 2 Oolo
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Appendix I

Session 4: Working group
discussions on application of

MPA management
effectiveness assessment tool

(MEAr)



6/L4/20Ls

.,t\

-, IUCNv Traini@irrkshop

Marine Protected Area (MPA) Management
Effectiveness Assessment Tool ( M EAT)

SESSION 4: WORKING GROUP DISCUSSIONS ON
APPLICATION OF MPA MANAGEMENT

E F FECTIVEN ESS ASSESSM ENT TOO L ( M EAT}
BRAC Centre lNN, 75 Mohakhali,

Dha ka- 1 212, Ba nglad es h
27 & 29 April 2015

Outline

. Completion of the MEATform in selected MPAs

. Scoring



Appendix 9

Session 5: Presentation of
workitrg group outputs and

discussions on application of
MEAT tool in Bangladesh



6/t4/2OL5

,,\

IUGNv Trairu-.@*rrkshop

Marine Protected Area (MPA) Management
Effectiveness Assessment Tool ( M EAT)

SESSION 5: PRESENTAilON OF WORKING GROUP
OUTPUTS AND DISCUSSIONS ON APPLICATION OF

MEATTOOL IN BANGLADESH MPAS
BRAC Centre lNN, 75 Mohakhali,

Dha ka- 1 2L2, Ba nglad esh
27 & 29 April 2015

Outline

1. Presentation of results / Workshop Outputs
2. Guided discussion
3. Provisional rating



6lt4/zots

St Martin's

Dr. Md. Shafiqul lslam {Group Leader}
Ms. Wahida Musarrat Anita (Presenter)

Mr. Mohammad Mizanur Rahman (Reporter)

Dr. KaziAhsan Habib
Ms. Mahfoja Begum

Nijhum Dwip

1. Mr. Nasiruddin Md. Humayun (Group Leader)
2. Ms. Manzura Khan {Documentor}
3. Mn Ehsanul Hoque (Repoter)

4. Dn Md. Jahangir Sarker

5. CommanderJ M H QuameelAlam

l



6lL4/zOLs

Sonadia

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Cdr Sheikh Shahid Ahmed {Group Leader}
Mn Syful Asrab (Documentor)

Mr. Abu Hena Muhammad Yousuf {Repoter}
Mr. Abu Sayeed Muhammad Sharif
Mr. Pankaj Kumar Paul
Mn Md. Shafiqur Rahman

Provisiona I

1. St Martint
. Score:
. Level:

2. Nijhum Dwip
. Score:
. Level:

3. Sonadia
. Score:
. Level:

Rating of 3 Bangladesh MPAs



Appendix 10
Session 5: Scorelrating of St
Martin Island using'the MPA

MtrAT tool



Summary of MPA MEAT Results

Name of MPA : ECA of St.Martin lsland

Location

MPA level achieved :

Remarks

: Upazilla- Teknai. districl- Cox\ bazar

Datea<(ornplished :2€t-04-2015

Totalcumulativescore' :  65

: Sorne assuming value added afid unavailablity of real dala

ftPA tcvcl Yeer rcqulrcrrrent
m6t? ':

TotrlscqaPer
Leve{

Allrhi€$old
questlons
sadrfi!d?

tltPAlc*d
s.tiificd?

I - Established
- At least I year
- at least 20 Total Cumulative Score
- all level I Thresholds met

MPA is at

f/l hast t year
- 

old
27 m n

- Strengthened
- At least 3 years
- at least 3l Total Cufiulative Sco{e
- all Level I & 2 Thresholds met

MPA i5 at
pl least 3 years
- 

old
14 V T

- Sustained
- At least 5 years
- at least 47 Total Cumulative s(ore
- all Level l, 2, & 3 Thresholds met

MPA is at
[r/l least syears- 

old
8 n n

- hstitutionaliaed
- At ieast 7 years
- at least 63 Totat Cumulativ€ Score
- allThresholds met

MPA is at

[y/l least Tyears- 
otd

7 L-J n
1OTAL CUIiULATIVE SCONE

out of 84
CO poinr5 "

1 Total Cumulative Score: <24 poinb = "Fair'; 25 to 39 = "Good";:t0 to 6l : qr/ery Good"; 62 to 84 : "Excellent'
'f ywr MPA does not fieet the basic Levd I category, your MPA is still under the process of establishment. Easic activitiet should be
,onducted soon tofully'ettablish'the MPAand make it opentional.

MPA ftdanagement Fo(us {for ea€h focus, add the points for all the questions in the 2nd colurnn below):

Manag€m€nt Focus Item Nombers in illPA MEAT Form
Toial

Available
Points

Actual S.ore p€f
Iulanagement

Focus

Actual Score divide by
Total Available Points

Management Flan 1.2.1 +l : .2+ 1.2.4+3.1.1 +4.1.2 o 8 89o/o

Managemenl Body l2. l  + 1.4.1 + l .4 l  + 3.1.3 + 3.1.6 |  4.1.1
| 4.1.4 1 1 I 73o/o

Legal lnstr$ment 1.3.1 i ' l^ l :+ 1.3.3 5 5 lOOo/o

Cornmunity Paniciprtion l . l " l  +  t . 1 . 2 2 ., 100%

Financing l4 . l  + 2.1.6a 3.1.2 + 3.1.9* 4.1.3 +4.1.11 12 4 33o/o

ltc 1.4.4 *  2.1.7 + 2.1.8 + 3.1.5 + 4.1.7 7 4 57a/o

Enforeement I.4J 
" 

1.4.6 * ?,1.1 + 2.1.2 * 2.1.3 + 2.1.4
f  2.1.5 + 3.1.4 + 3.1.10 + 4.1.8 20 2A lOAo/o

Monitoring & Evaluation 1.1.3 + 1.4.7 + : .  1.9 + 3.1.7 + 3. ] -8 + 3. l . l l
+ 4.1.5 r {.1.6 1 6 4 25o/o

Siie Development L l .9*4.1.10 2 1 50%

cde 6ting st mrtin mpr tupnt201s



Appendix 11

Session 5: Scorehating of St.
Martin Island l.trjhum Dwip
using the MPA MEAT tool



Summary of MPA MEAT Results

Name of MPA : Nithum Dwb

Location : Banghdesi

Date xcomplished :29 April 2015

MPA levela{hieved : 3

Total cumulative score * : 69

Remarks

MPA LcYd
Yearnquirement

mctl
T.,trlt(g$Prr

LarC

Alldire*rold
'. qurstionc

setisfiad?.

MP*level:
rNtisfird?

I - [stablished
- At least I yeat
- at least 20 Total Cumulative Sdore
- all Level I Thresholds met

MPA i3 at

[/l least I year- 
old

25 m t t
l l

- Srengthened
- At least 3 years
- at least 31 TotalCumulative s€ore
- all Level 

.l 
& ? Thresholds met

MPA is at

ffi bast3years
- 

old
13 n t l

I t
t t
t l

- Sustain€d
- At least 5 years
- at least 47 Total Cumulative Score
- all Level l, 2, & ! Thresholds met

MPA is at

f/l least s years- 
old

19 m t l
t l

- lnstitutionalized
- At least 7 y€a$
- at leEst 63 Total Cumulative s(ore
- allThresholds met

MPA i! at
pl least Tyears- 

old
12 m n

TOTAT CUMULATN'C sCOftE 6e fr*:
'TotalCumulative Scorer <24 points = "fair"; 25 to 39 = "Crood";,i0 to 6l = "!y'ery Good";62 to 84 ='Excellent"
'f ywt MPA daes nat meet ttrc batic Lavel I category, your MPA it stitl under tl.lr. pracess of establislvnent. Basi< activities rhould be
:anducled saan to futty'zstablisht the MPA and mdke it Wetatiansl.

MPA ltlenagement Focus (for each focus, add the points for all the questions in the 2nd colurnn below):

ftlanagement Focu3 Item Numberiin ltlPA MIAT Form
Total

Available
Pointi

Actual Score per
ItlanaE€ment

Forus

Actual Store divide by
Total Asailable Points

Management Plan 1 .2 .1  +  l J . 2  +  1 .2 .4+  3 .1 .1  +  4 .1 .2 I I 100%

Management Body 1.2.3 + 1.4.1 + 1.4.2 + 3. i .3 + 3.1.6+ 4.1.1
+ 4.1"4 1'l 10 91%

Legal Initrument 1.3.1 +1.3.2+ 1.1.3 5 5 100%

Community Peni(ipation ' l . l . l  + I .1.2 2 2 100Vo

Financing 1.4.1 + ?.1.6 * 3.1.? * 1.1.9 + 4.1.3 + 4.1.1 I 12 I 674/o

rEc .|.4.4r 2.1.7 + 2.1.8 * 3.1.5 + 4.1.7 a 6 86o/o

Enforcement 1.4.5 + l.jl.6 + 2.'l.l + 2.1: + 2.1.1 + 2.1.4
+ 2.1.5 + 3.1.4 + 3.1.10 + 4.1.8 2A 17 85o1o

Monitoring & Evaluation 1-l.l + 1.4.7 + 2.1.9 + 3.1.7 + 3.1.8 + 3.1.1 1
+ 4.1.5 i  4.1.6 1 6 11 699o

Site Developm€nt ,1.9 +4.1.10 2 4
I 50o/o

cde €tin€ Nijhum dwipmFa 29april2O15
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Session 5: Scorelruting of
Sonadia using the MPA

MtrAT tool



Summary of MPA MEAT Results

Nameof MPA :Sonadia ECA

Date accomplished :29.04 2015

Lo(ation

MPA levelachieved i

Remarks

; Sonadia lsland

Total cumulative score " : 75

lllPA LeYel
verr;$lment Total S<se Per

Levd

Allttrerhold
quertinns
satisfied?

liPAhvel
saffied?

1 - Established
- At least I year
- at least 20Total Cumulative S<ore
- all Level 1 Thresholds met

MPA is at

lJl hart I year
- 

old
27 m m

2 - Strengthened
- At least 3 years
- at least 3l TotalCumulative Score
- all Level 1 & 2 Thresholds met

MPA is at

ffi kast 3 years
- 

old
15 n m

3 - Sustained
- At least 5 years
- at least 47 Total Cumulative Score
- all Level 1, 2. & 3 Thresholds met

MPA is at
pl teast 5 years
- 

old
19 V V

lnstitutionali?ed
- At least 7 years
- et lea$ 63 TotalCumulative kore
- allThresholds met

MPA is at
pl leastTyears

otd
14 m n

TOTAT CUMULANVE SCORE
-rE out of &4
r J pdnt5 .

i Total Cumul3tive Score: <24 points = "Fair'; 25 to 39 = 'Good'; 40 to 6l = Very Good';62 to 84 = "Excellent"
lf your MPA does not me€t the basic Larcl I category, your MPA is still under the process af establishment. Sasl,:- aaivities shauld be
conducted soon to fully 'establish" the NPA and make it operctionaL

MPA Managem€nt FocuJ {for each focut add the points for all the qu€$tions in the 2nd column below):

Alanagern€nl Fo(us Itern Numberrin JIIPA MEAT Fsrm
Total

Available
Pointi

A<tual Score pcr
M.fiagem€nt

Focus

Actual Srore divide by
Total Available Points

Management Plan l . l . l  + 1.2.2+ 1.2.4+3.1.1 +4.1.2 s g lAOo/o

ManagementBody lf.3 + 1.4.1 + 1.4.2 +3.1.3 + 1.t.6 +4.1.1
| 4.1.4 1 1 11 100o/o

Legal hstrument 1.3..1 + 1.3.2+ 1.3.3 5 5 100o/o

{ommunity Participation L l  +  1 .1 .2 2 I 100%

Financing .4.3 + 2.1.6+ 3.12 + J.1.9 + 4.1.1+4.1.11 1 2 7 58o/o

tEc 1.4.4 + 2.1.7+ ] .1.8 + f . i .5 + 4.1.7 7 7 100o/o

Enforcement 1.4.5 * 1"4.6 + 2,1.1 +2.1.2 + 2.1.3 + 2.1.4
r  2.1.5 + 3.1. .1;3.1^10 +4.1.8 2A 20 100e/o

Monitoring & Evaluation 1.1.3 + 1.4.7 + 2.1.9 + 1.1^7 + 3.1.8 + 3.1.1 1
i 4.1.5 + 4.1.6 1 6 12 7So/c

Site Development 1.9 + 4.1. t0 z 2 100olo

App€ndix 12 scoc dingSonadia mp5 2gapril2()15
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Session 6: Work Planning and

Wrap-up
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'W,
Training Workshop

Marine Protected Area (MPA) Management
Effectiveness Assessment Tool ( M EAT)

SESSION 6: WORK PLANNING AND
WRAP.UP SESSION

BRAC Centre |ruN,75 l\llohakhali,

$lraka-i.212, Sangladesh
27 & 29 April 2015

Outline

l. Work Planning Considerations
2. Wrap-up Session
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SE!.ECTION AN D IM PLEM ENTATION
CRITERIA FOR MPA

Placing
MPAs in

their
wider

context

Working
with

relevant
sectors

Selecting
the sites
for MPAs

Ensuring
research,

monitoring
evaluation
and review

ffi&ffi##ffis##
Developing
the legal

framework

Making
partnerships

with
communities

and other
stakeholders

Planning
and

managing
the MPA

Planning for
f inancial

sustainability

Phase l: Preparatory phase (3-5
Years) - Short term by 2015 - Pilot

Sites
. Formulation of NationalCommittee of MPA
. Delineate proposed MPAs for marine fishes and wildlife
. Survey and inventory of data and information
. Habitat profiling of proposed MPAs
. GIS mapping of selected MPAs
. Develop guideline for establishing MPA
. Cross visit to learn and knowledge exchange of other MPA
. Provide training to relevant Govt. officials and technical

persons by the WCPA {The World Commission on Protected
Areas) of IUCN



6/t4lz9ts

MPA Work planning Exercise

1. Choose an MPA based on criteria
2. Establish the MEAT evaluation team
3. Define tasks and responsibilities of members
4. Determine the cost and other logistical

requirements.
5. Obtain approval of relevant government offices

and stakeholder groups
6. Collect/review of literature
7. ldentify key stakeholder groups and respondents
8. Undertake multi-disciplinary evaluation
9. Present results to stakeholder groups

MARII{I PROIECI€D ARCA MAftlA€EMCI'lT EFFECIIVEIIIfSS ASS€SSMEitI

Name of M$ine Prate.ted Arco(MA)

Support
Chmr an MPA basd on ffiteria Profile of seleted MPA

Establish th€ MEAT eEluatim team EElEtim team stablished

Define tasks and rsponsibiliti6 of Task dsription and asignment

rembers of responsibilitie

Determine the Gt and other lo6istiel Wak and Fimncial plan

requirereftts

Obtain app{oEl af the releEftt

gonrnmmt offices and stakeholder

groups

Collsvrevi€w of literature

ld&tifo koastakeholder groups and

.spondents

Permits and/or other legal

dmuments secured

Anmtated bibli€nphy

lnitial writeup

Undstake multidisciplimry emlmtr'on MEAT asesrent report

Presnt rdts to stakeholder groups Validation report



6/t4l2ol5
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1.

2.

Outline

Work Planning Considerations
Wrap-up Session

a

o

Day 1- Monday, 27 April 20L5

SESSION 1: INTRODUCTION
SESSION 2: STATUS REPORTS AND INSIGHTS
ON DIFFERENT MPAS IN BANGLADESH
SESSION 3: MPA MANAGEMENT
EFFECTTVENESS ASSESSM ENT TOOL ( M EAT)
AND REIATED TOOLS
SESSION 4: WORKING GROUP DISCUSSIONS
ON APPLICATION OF MPA MANAGEMENT
EFFECTTVE NESS ASSESSM E NT TOOL ( M EAT)
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Key Management Effectiveness
Assessment Tools

S*s
rf r.4F B

Sanagdncnt
Fi:ctiYGn€3{r
TrdiftgTsl

Appl ic ; l t ion  o f
MPA Man; lgcmcnt Effcct ivcncss Asscssmcnt Tool  (MEAT)

Bangladesh MPAs
1. St Martint
2. Nijhum Dwip
3. Sonadiatt@i,repnter&Aw

,va4pa* $i*+m rrsnsr :a/

*,fn$;rad. 6d@t !y * Pi &1k4 *tu
ar*,6d eitrd ttrl&<, A GUffi!'id ffira &@

hrtr &d{ .d$@l tuqtr fu ;t&&+ &red4 aro
Atrdb* 4i lds lkcr ad4|M C. (A gd t#

,r@hi.teF ,td' al$ k&* !@a4 dA
Sfa*-c.#lt*!tMi@Fd@&4

Fr4& MrdleeE ,bd@bdffi
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Day 2 - Wednesday,29 April 20L5

. SESSION 5: PRESENTATION OF WORKING
GROUP OUTPUTS AND DISCUSSIONS ON
APPLICATION OF MEATTOOL IN BANGLADESH
MPAS

. SESSION 6: WORK PLANNING OF FOLLOW-UP
ACTIVITIES FOR MPA MANAGEMENT IN
BANGI-ADESH

1.

Provisional Rating of 3
Bangladesh MPAs

St Martin's
.  Score:60
. Level: 2

Nijhum Deep
.  Score:69
. Level: 3

Sonadia
.  Score:79
. Level:3

2"

3.
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Training Outputs Completed !

r' ParticiFants oriented about the various
management effectiveness assessment tools for
MPAs with focus on MPA MEAT

r' Updates and/or status reports of selected MPAs
in Bangladesh

r' tnitial assessment reports of the management
effectiveness of selected MPAs using the MEAT

r'lnitial work plans for assessment of
other/selected MPAs

Where do we go

from here?

8
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t

Work plan for Management Effectiveness
Assessment of MPA XYZ in Bangladesh

Prepared by:
D0EIDOF/FD

+ Other Partnens

Submitted to:
ADB / GEF/ JICA / UNDP I World Bank +

Other funding agencies

April2015

Historic MPA Training Photo
BRAC Centre lNN, 75 Mohakhali,

Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh
Monday, 27 April 2015
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